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Observer.
Not long since we were particularly pleased in 
bearing the following pathetic and beautiful hymn 
sung. We are not aware that it has ever appeared 
in print; but if so, it certainly deserves a wider cir­
culation than we suppose it to have.
THE CHRISTIAN’S HOPE.
Air.—Auld Lang Syne.
I.
Hail! sweetest, dearest tie that binds 
Our glowing hearts in one!
Hail; sacred hope that tunes our minds 
To harmony divine!
It is the hope, the blissful hope,
Which Jesus’ grace has given;
The hope when days and years are past 
We all shall meet in heaven.
Chorus.
We all shall meet in heaven at last!
We all shall meet in heaven!
The hope; when days and years are past 
We all shall meet in heaven.
II.
What though the northern wintry blast 
Shall howl around thy cot;
What though beneath a burning sun 
Be cast thy distantcot;
Yet still we share the blissful hope.
Which Jesus’ grace has given;
The hope when days and years are past 
IVe all shall meet in heaven.
III.
From Burmah’s shore, from Afric'a strand,
From India’s burning plain,
From Europe, from Columbia’s land,
We hope to meet again.
It is the hope, the blissful hope,
Which Jesus’ grace has given;
The hope when days and years are past 
We all shall meet in heaven.
IV.
No lingering look, no parting sigh
Our future meeting knows
Then friendship beams from every eye,
And hope immortal grows.
A sacred hope, the blissful hope,
Which Jesus’ grace has given;
The hope when days and years are past,
We all shall neet in heaven.
THE MORAVIANS OR UNITED BRETHREN' 
From a Sermon preached in London, by the Rev. Mr 
Mackenzie, a clergyman of the Established Church.
*1. They are recommended to us by the 
venerable antiquity of their Church. The 
term ‘Church’ is claimed by this eminent bo 
dy of Christians, and granted to them with 
legal propriety and sanction ; for the Morav­
ians have fixed their residence among us, 
with the distinct recognition of the civil and 
ecclesiastical authorities of these realms. 
Many of the United Brethren came over to 
this country in the reign of Edward VI. among 
the refugees, who found a safe shelter from 
the persecutions which then raged on the 
Continent; and the church of Austin Friars 
in London was granted to John a Lasco, one 
of their ministers ;* but it was in the year 
1749, when applying to the government of 
this country for protection ahd relief from 
services which were contrary to their reli­
gious sentiments, that theirdoctrine,discipline, 
character and history, weie scrupulously in­
vestigated in committees of both Houses of 
Parliament, by which they Were recogniz­
ed as lAn Ancient Protestant Episcopal 
Church.'^ Here we have the character of 
the Moravian Church stamped and authenti­
cated by the Great Seal of this kingdom. 
During the course of the debate one of our 
Bishops observed, that ‘of all Protestants, 
they came nearest to the Established Church 
of this kingdom, in their doctrine and consti­
tution.’
‘But the Moravian Church has received 
more ancient sanction than this, in the tokens 
of regard which were bestowed upon them 
ty Cranmer and Latimer, the Fathers of the 
English Reformation, who concurred With 
Luther, Calvin, Melaricthon, and other im­
mortal leaders of Protestantism, in testify- 
lng their approbation of the United Brethren.! 
Their history, during the darkness which suc- 
cecded the Reformation, is rendered so con­
spicuous by their ‘fiery trials’ and persecu- 
u°ns, that in the obscurity of the middle ages,
11 might be said, we can distinguish their 
footsteps with unusual clearness, because 
'hey are tracked in blood. It is proper here 
to remark, that the Church of the Unitus Era- 
horn first assumed a distinct character in the 
year 1457,$ Previous to that period, the 
members were incorporated with the Estab-
,shed Church of Bohemia and Moravia,
^hich, after weary and ineffectual struggles,
® a victim, first to the political tyranny, of
,he Church of Rome.
n 'he annals of the Bohemian Church, 
jPPear the venerable names of John Huss and 
er°me of Prague, who were burnt by the 
reacherous barbarity of the Council of Con- 
s'ance in 1415 arid 1416, and who will ever
t9n'J^e"ers Patent, dated July 14, 1550.
Eeorge II. ch. xxx.
llerniJl0?1enlus, Exhortation of the churches of Bo- 
•—6^ Church of England, Lond. 1661, p. 5-
bffenius> P’ ^3. Holmes History of the Church 
United Brethren, vol. i. p. 44.
be held in grateful remembrance as the Morn­
ing Stars of the Reformation, which betoken­
ed that the ‘darkness’ would soon ‘pass,’ and 
that ‘the true light’ was about to ‘shine.’
‘In tracing the antiquity of the Brethren 
still higher, we find that, in the ninth cen­
tury, the Bohemians received the knowledge 
of the Gospel from some early Missionaries 
of the Sclavonian Church; and it will be re­
membered that Illyricum,1! where St. Paul 
himself planted tfie tree of life, whose ‘leaves 
were for the healing of tfte nations,’—togeth­
er with Dalmatia, whither Titus was sent to 
preach and confirm the Churches, were prov­
inces of Sclavonia. Thus we trace the es­
tablishment of this Church to the labors of 
St. Paul himself; from whose lips the spirit­
ual ancestors of the Church in Bohemia and 
Moravia, appear to have first heard the tid­
ings of salvation, by the death and righteous­
ness of Christ.
‘2. They come to ris, recommended, as 
faithful guardians of the truth. When those 
fore-fathers of the Moravian Church were ‘al­
lowed of God to be put in trust widi the Gos­
pel,’ and received that precious deposit from 
the hands of St. Paul, we may suppose that 
he delivered the charge to them which he re­
peated to Timothy, when he was about to be 
offered up:—‘Hold fast the form of sound 
words, which was committed to thee, in faith 
and love, which is in Christ Jesus.’ But the 
fidelity of this Church, as the steward of 
Apostolic Doctrine and Discipline, lias not 
been the mere passive adherence to truths 
which were not disputed, or the customary 
recital of a creed, which was accepted because 
it w’as old. Far from it; for there is scarcely 
an article of her faith which has not been, on 
the one hand, assailed by the ‘vain babblings 
and oppositions of science falsely so called,’ 
of the Romish schoolmen, who made it their 
business to ‘darken counsel with words with­
out knowledge;’ or, on the other, denounced 
as heresy, and prohibited, on pain of draw­
ing down the thunders of the Church. But 
this ancient Church was gifted with the spirit 
with which the primitive martyrs went forth 
to seal the truth of God with their blood; 
for, in the sight of flames, tortures and death, 
they upheld the great principle of trusteeship 
laid down by the Apostles, by which Chur­
ches or individuals must repel, with unyield­
ing resolutions, all unscriptural innovations 
‘whether it be right in the sight of God to 
obey man rather than God, judge ye.’ The 
first attempt of the Church of Rome to cor­
rupt the faith of this ancient Church, was 
made by the Emperor Otho, in 940, who is­
sued orders that the Roman Liturgy, in the 
Latin language, should be introduced into all 
the Bohemian Churches. This command, 
the Bohemian Clergy, uncorrupted by the 
spirit of the times,—and desiring not to be 
‘lords over God’s heritage, but ensamples to 
the flock;’ and ‘helpers of their joy,’—reso­
lutely and successfully opposed ; so that they 
ever retained the Scriptures, and performed 
the public service, in their mother tongue. 
The next design was to abridge the liberty 
of their Clergy, by imposing the obligation 
of celibacy; a daring and unauthorized en­
croachment on their personal freedom, which 
was rejected with such disdain by the clergy 
and such resentment by the people, that the 
Cardinal Legate, who was sent to enforce 
this Papal command, was in danger of being 
put to death
‘After the Church of Rome had framed the 
doctrine of Transubstantiation,—that mighty 
lever of her exaltation,—she found herself 
possessed of such enormous power, that there 
appeared to be no hindrance to her attaining 
the universal despotism for which she thirsted. 
Accordingly, this doctrine, by which the 
Priests claimed the perpetual power of work­
ing miracles, by changing bread and wine in­
to the real body and blood of Christ, was ob­
truded on the simplicity of the Bohemian 
Church. But those faithful disciples had 
learnt the value of that promise—‘Call upon 
me in the day of trouble; I will deliver thee, 
and thou shalt glorify me.’ While they 
groaned under the oppressive efforts which 
the Romish Church was making, to force 
upon them this fundamental error, God ‘re­
membered them in their low estate,’ and, in 
the year 1146, sent the Waldenses into Bo­
hemia, by whom they were encouraged to 
hold fast the profession of their faith without 
wavering, for He was faithful that had prom­
ised.’’* (Heb. x. 23.)
In the year 1361, when the anti-christian 
system of the Roman Church was maturely 
expanded, and she had fastened her iron yoke 
upon the necks of the kings of Europe, an 
edict was issued by the Emperor Charles 
IV., by which the cuji was ordered to be 
withdrawn from the laity, and all the corrup­
tions and abuses of the Western church, to be 
adopted. The constancy 6f these faithful 
Brethren remained still unshaken ; when per­
secuted from one city, they fled into another, 
and though their churches were barred against 
them, and public worship was prohibited, yet 
many of their clergy were found, like our 
Anglican forefathers in the Marian persecu 
tions, at the risk of their lives, dispensing 
the pure word and sacraments of God in pri­
vate dwellings, evincing that they were made 
‘partakers of like precious faith’ with the pri­
mitive church, and were ‘ready to be bound or 
to die for the name of the Lord Jesus.’
‘The measures which aimed the heaviest 
blow at the integrity of the faith of this 
Church, was that of unchristian education, 
in the newly established University of
Prague, whose various professorships were
filled up by German, French, and Italian doc­
tors. But it is not necessary to inform a Pro­
testant congregation, though it may be well in 
portentous times like these, to ‘stir up your 
pure minds by way of r'emembiance,’ that 
out of that very University whence Rome 
had designed to fetch her weapons for crush­
ing the Bohemian confessors of the truth, and 
with them, likewise, the expiring hopes of 
religious liberty in Europe,—from that Uni­
versity did John Huss, its Rector, come forth 
as the champion of Israel, wielding the ‘sword 
of the Spirit, which is the Word of God.'
It was he, who having received Wickliffe’s 
Bible and writings from England, gave them 
to his fellow-countrymen in their mother 
tongue ; who, being entrusted with the sacred 
Scriptures themselves, felt the duty of ‘hol­
ding forth the word of life’ to others who 
were in darkness around them ; and be it re­
corded to their eternul honor, that the 
CHURCH OF THE UNITED BRETHREN WAS 
THE FIRST WHICH PRINTED THE BIBLE IN A 
VERNACULAR TONGUE, of which she issued 
three editions before the Reformation under 
Luther. Thus they followed the bright ex­
ample of their Sclavonian ancestors, who 
were the first to possess and introduce the 
Scriptures in a language understood by the 
people.!
After IIuss was martyred by the perfidious 
cruelty of the Council of Constance, in the 
year 1415, the’ Romish priesthood never 
ceased their efforts to corrupt the doctrines, 
and vitiate the character of this faithful and 
apostolic Church; but she has proved, to the 
admiration and gratitude of Christendom, 
that ‘her foundations are upon the holy hills ;’ 
although during many an age, the floods 
descended and the winds bletv, and beat upon 
this Church, yet did she stand, uninjured and 
unmoved, for ‘she was founded upon a rock.’
3. ‘These strangers come to us, recommen­
ded by the sufferings which they have endur­
ed in their guardianship of the truth. It is 
evident from whathas been said, that in tiinjes 
of imminent peril, this Church has been ‘set 
for the defence and confirmation of the Gos­
pel. (Phil, i, 7, 17.) An honorable and 
apostolic station! We are not, therefore, 
surprised that she also ‘bears in her body the 
marks of the Lord Jesus.’. (Gal. vi. 17). 
Among other Protestant Churches, the eta of 
the Reformation was the beginning of perse­
cution ; wherever the light of divine truth 
began to shine, there the fires of the martyrs 
were speedily seen to blaze. Blit,many faith­
ful Brethren, who had ‘witnessed a good con­
fession,’ in the communion of the, Moravian 
Church, had received the martyr’s crown long 
before the name of Protestant was over beard. 
During the protracted wars which followed 
the martyrdom of IIuss and Jerome, when 
greatly reduced in members, they withdrew 
under the present name ‘Unitas Fratrum,’ or 
‘United Brethren,’ first into the mountainous 
parts ol Bohemia. Wasted as they were at 
this period, by imprisonment and bloodshed, 
still they were anxious to secure and perpetuate 
their episcopal government, and accordingly, 
having selected three of their ministers, and 
sent them with solemn prayer to Austria, they 
were consecrated bishops in 1463, by Stephen, 
the last Bishop of the Waldenses, who was 
burnt in the same year by the Papists at 
Vienna. It was after this event, in the year 
1468, when all former methods for corrup­
ting or crushing this church has failed, that 
a bloody decree was issued, and ordered to 
be read from every pulpit in Bohemia, requir­
ing that all the Brethren should be seized and 
punished at pleasure. By this decree, these 
faithful followers of the Lamb were literally 
‘appointed as sheep for the slaughter.’ The 
public prisons were crowded with these guile­
less and inoffensive sufferers; many were let 
down into deep dungeons, which proved to be 
their graves; others took refuge in the track­
less forests, or hid themselves in caverns and 
inaccessible retreats. When compelled to 
leave their hiding-place for the purpose of 
seeking provisions, or visiting their fellow-ex­
iles, they walked behind each other, in the 
deep snow, in single file, treading in each 
other’s step, lest the numerous footmarks 
should betray the place of their concealment; 
the last one carefully obliterated the track, 
by dragging the branch of a tree behind him, 
and thus they contrived to elude the vigilant 
cruelty of their pursuers. Though they Were 
in danger of perishing from the severity of 
the seasons, yet they dared not kindle their 
fires by day, lest the smoke should detect 
them ; but they formed themselves in groups 
around their lighted fires by night, and spent 
their time in reading the Sacred Scriptures, 
and in prayer. The numbers who perished 
during these sanguinary persecutions will nev­
er be known until ‘the earth shall disclose her 
blood, and shall no more cover her slain.’ (Is. 
xxvi, 21.)
‘I advert to this, only as a specimen of the 
unrelenting and sleepless persecution which 
this Church had to encounter, before the Re­
formation dawned upon Europe, and which 
occasionally assailed them, even until the 18th 
century, long after the Reformed churches 
were settled in peace and security. St. Paul’s 
account of the sufferings of the primitive i 
Christians is so graphically descriptive of the 
Morvian persecutions, as to afford a most 
striking and affecting parallel: ‘they had tri­
als of cruel mockings and scourgings, yea, 
moreover, of bonds and imprisonments; they 
were stoned, were tempted, were slain by the 
sword ; being destitute, afflicted, tormented, 
they wandered in deserts and in mountains, 
and in dens and caves of the earth,—of whom 
the world was not worthy.’ (Heb. xi. 36—38.)
RESIGNATION.
BY T. K. HCRVEY.
I knew thou hast gone to the hours of rest,
Then why should my soul be so sad!
I know thou hast gone where the weary are blest, 
And the mourner looks up and is glad.
Where love has put off, in the land of its birth,
The stain it had gathered in this,
And hope, the sweet singers, that gladdened the 
earth,
Lies asleep on the bosom of bliss.
I know thou hast gone, where thy forehead is stirred, 
With the beauty that dwelt in thy soul:
Where the light of thy loveliness cannot be marred, 
Nor thy heart be flung back from its goal.
I know thou bast drunk of Letht that flows 
Through a land where they do not forget,
That sheda bver memory only repose,
And takes from it only regret.
In thy far away dwelling, wherever it be,
I believe thou hast visions of mine;
And the love that made all things a music to me, 
I have not yet learnt to resign.
In the hush of the night, in the waste of the sea, 
Or alone in the breeze on the hill,
I have ever a presence that whispers of thee,
And my spirit lies down and is still.
Mine eye must be dark that so long has been dim, 
Ere again it may gaze upon thine,
But my heart lias revealings of thee, and thy home, 
In many a token and sign.
I never look up with a vow to the sky,
But a light like thy beauty is there,
And I hear a low murmer like thine in reply,
Then I pour out my spirit in prayer!
And though, like a mourner, that sits by the tomb, 
I am wrapt in a mantle of care;
Yet the grief of my bosom, Oh call in not gloom!
Is not the black grief of despair.
By sorrow revealed, as the stars are by night,
Far off a bright vision appears,
And hope like the rainbow, a being of light,
Is born, like the rainbow, in tears.
t) Rom.xv. 19. 
'Comenine, pp. 
, 14.
16,17. Holmes’ History, vol. i. tComenius, p. 41. Holmes’ History, vol. i. p. 25. 
f To be continued.)
DEATH OF VOLTAIRE.
In the History of Jacobinism, by the Abbe 
Barruel, we find the following account of Vol­
taire, the celebrated Apostle of infidelity:
‘It was during Voltaire’s last visit to Paris, 
when his triumph was complete, and he even 
feared that he should die with glory amidst 
the acclamations of an infatuated theatre that 
he was struck by the hand of Providence, and 
fated 1,0 jnake a very different termination of 
his career. In the midst of his triumphs a 
violent hemorrhage raised apprehensions for 
his life. D’Alembert, Diderot, and Marmon- 
tel, hastened to support his resolution in his 
last moments, but were only witnesses to his 
mutual ignominy, as well as their own.
Here let not the historian fear exaggera­
tion.—Rage, remorse, reproach and blas­
phemy, all accompany and characterise the 
dying Atheist.. , Ilis death—the most terrible 
that is ever recorded to have stricken the im­
pious man,—will not be denied by his com­
panions in iniquity. Their silepce, however 
rriuch as they may wish to deny it, is the 
least of those corroborate proofs that might 
be adduced. Not one of these sophisters has 
ever dared to mention any sign given of reso­
lution or tranquility, by the premier chief, 
during the space of three months, which elap­
sed from the time he was crowned in the 
theatre, until his decease. Such , a silence 
expresses how great their humiliation was in 
his death i It was on his return from the thea­
tre, and in the midst of his toils he was re­
suming to acquire fresh applause, that Vol­
taire was warned, that the long career of his 
impiety was drawing to a close. In spite of 
all the sophisters flocking around him in the 
first days of illness, he gave signs of wishing 
to return to the God whom he had so often 
blasphemed. He called for the priests who 
administered him whom he had sworn to 
crush, under the appellation of the wretch. 
Ilis danger increasing, he wrote the following 
note to Abbe Gaultier :
‘You had promised me sir, to come and 
hear me,—I entreat you would take the trou­
ble of calling as soon as posible.’
(Signed) Voltaire.
Paris, 26th Feb., 1778.
A few days afterwards, he wrote the fol­
lowing declaration in presence of Abbe Mig- 
not; and the Marquis de Villevielle copied it 
from the minutes deposited with Moinet, no­
tary at Paris: . , •
‘I, the underwritten, declare that, for these 
four days past, having been afflicted with a 
vomiting of blood, at the agfe of eighty-four, 
and not having been able to drag myself to 
the church, the Reverend, the rector of St. 
Solpice, having been pleased to add to his 
good works,' that of sending the Abbe Gautier, 
priest, I confessed to him ; and if it pleases 
God to dispose of me, I die in the Holy 
Catholic faith, in which I was born, hoping 
that the Divine mercy will deign to pardon 
all my faults :—if ever I have scandalised the 
Church, I ask pardon of God and the Church.
Voltaire.
In the presence of Abbe Mignot, my 
nephew, and the Marquis de Villeville, my 
friend.’
March 2d, 1778.
After the two witnesses had signed this 
declaration, he added these words:
‘The Abbe Gaultier, my confessor, having 
apprised me that it was said among a certain 
set of people, I should protest against every 
thing I did, at my death—I declare that I 
never made such a speech, that it is an old
jest, attributed long.since to many of the learn­
ed, more enlightened than I am.’
Was this declaration a fresh instance of 
hypocrisy? for he had mean hypocrisy, even 
in the midst of his efforts against Christianity, 
to receive the sacrament regularly, and to 
other acts of religion, might there not be 
room for doubt? Be that as it may, there is 
a public homage paid to that religion in which 
he meant to die, notwithstanding his having 
perpetually conspired against it in his life. 
This declaration is also signed by that same 
friend and adept, the Marquis to whom Vol­
taire used to write ‘conceal your piarch from 
the enemy, in your endeavors to crush the 
wretch.’ Voltaire had permitted this declara­
tion to be carried to the rector of St. Solpice, 
and the Archbishops of Paris, to see if it 
would be sufficient. When the Abbe Gaul­
tier returned with the answer, it wa3 impossi­
ble for him to gain admission to the patient. 
The conspirators had strained every nerve to 
hinder him from consummating the recanta­
tion, and every avenue was shut to the priest 
whom Voltaire had sent for. 'The demon 
haunted every access; rage succeeded to fury, 
and fury to rage, during the remainder of his 
life.
Then it was that D’Alembert, Diderot, and 
&thers of the conspirators who had beset his 
apartment, now approached him but to wit­
ness their own shame. lie would often 
csirse them and exclaim,
‘Retire! it is you who have brought me to 
nsy present state. Begone! I could have 
done without you all, but you could not exist 
without me! And what a wretched glory 
have you produced for me!’
Then would succeed the horrid remem­
brance of his conspiracy. They could hear 
him, the prey of anguish, alternately suppli­
cating or blaspheming that God he had con­
spired against, and in plaintive accents would 
he cry out, ‘Oh Christ, oh Jesus Christ!’ and 
then complain that he was abandoned by 
God and man. The hand which he had 
traced in ancient writ, the sentence of an im­
pious and reviling king, seem to trace before 
his eyes—crush then, do crush the wretch 
In vain he turned his head away; the time 
was coming apace, when he was to appear at 
the tribunal of Him whom he had blasphemed: 
and his physician, M. Tronchir, calling in to 
administer relief, thunderstruck, retires, de­
claring the death of the impious man to be 
terrible indeed ! ’ . t
.. The pride of the conspirators would have 
willingly suppressed this declaration, but it 
was in vain. The .Mareschel of Richlieu 
flies from the bed-side, declaring it to be a 
sight too terrible to be sustained, and M. 
Tronchir, that the furies of Orestes could 
give but a faint idea of those of Voltaire '
SCENE OF USEFULNESS.
‘You long to be useful,’ says Mr. Jay ; and
why are you not? Can you want either op­
portunity or materials; you, who are placed 
at the head of families ; you who are required 
to rule "’ell your own households; to dwell 
with your wives, according to knoweldge; to 
train up your children in the nurture and ad­
monition of the Lord; to behave towards your 
servants, as remembering that you have also 
a Master in heaven? Behold, O man of God, 
a congregation endeaieJambatteutive,commit­
ted to thy trust. Behold a flock, whom you 
may feed with knowledge and understanding, 
and before whom you may walk as an exam- 
in word, in conversation,,in charity, in spirit, 
in faith, in purity.. Beheld a Church in thy 
house. Behold an altar on which to offer the 
the morning and evening sacrifice of prayer 
and of praise.
HARDEN NOT YOUR HEARTS.
The metal of the human soul, so to speak, 
is like some materials substance. If the force 
which you lay upon it do not break or dis­
solve it, it will beat it into hardness. If the 
moral argument by which it is plied now, do 
not so soften the mind as to carry and over­
power its purposes, then on another day the 
argument may be put forth, in terms as im­
pressive, but it falls on a harder heart, and 
therefore with a more slepder efficiency; 
You have resisted to-day, and by that resis­
tance, you have.acquired a firmer metal of re­
sistance against the power of every future 
warning that may bq brought to bear upoii 
you.. You have stood your ground against 
the urgency, of the most earnest admonition, 
and agqinst the dreadfiilness of, the most terri­
fying menaces. O11 (that ground, you have 
fixed yourself .more immovably than before; 
and though, on some future day, the samo 
spiritual thunder be made to play around you. 
will not shake you out of the obstinacy of
your determined rebellion.—Chalmers.
THE DESIGN OF AFFLICTION.
What end has God in view in the trials of 
this, life? Great, salutary, blessed ends. 
One is this, to save us from condemnation and 
death—grand, great, gjorious end!. When 
we rightly view it, wpshould he ready to say. 
‘Uet thy stroke be ever so heavy, so that 
this end be apswered? Afflictions alone save 
none; but they have frequently been the 
means of saving millions. They awake us 
out of our sleeping and slumbering. You 
are not aware how quickly you go to sleep, 
and how fast you sleep. Like Jonah, you 
would not wake but, in the storm. Many 
would have slept on to their dying day, if not 
thus roused. Afflictions bring 11s to consider 
our ways. We go on carelessly and lightly 
till the Lord brings the soul into tronble ; then 
we ask, Am I right? < Am I safe?—Are my 
sins blotted out? Afflictions call upon us to 
turn to God. How many were running on to 
destruction, till they heard, ‘Turn you at my 
reproof? I think when the people of God con­
sider the grand end he has, it will reconcile 
them to suffering, let the trial be ever so cut­
ting ; let it sink the heart and flesh, yet they 
will kiss the rod.
‘Another end in affliction is to prepare us 
for the heaven of heavens. 0 did we but see, 
understand, and believe this? God is at 
work: a work of grace purifying us in the 
furnace for glory.—itow ought we to bow 
our heads in meek submission: and say, It is 
the Lord, let hnn do whatseemeth him good.’ 
No part of God’s way is less understood 
than the way of suffering. If the Lord cros­
ses our will, inclination, and desires, and des­
troys our plans, do we not prove our igno­
rance and corruption by the feelings we in­
dulge? We are indeed to hear the rod: we 
are not to despise the chastening of the Lord ; 
we are not to feel—but if the Lord touch our 
property, family, reputation, what strange 
groans in the streets of Zion! It is the grand 
aim of most to avoid afflictions, or to come 
out of them. We should avoid them if it is 
in our power, hut if they come wc should wel­
come them ; and the question should be, IIow 
shall I profit by them?—Jones's Basket of 
Fragments.
caution Necessary.
When I see the fisherman bait his hook, I 
think on Satan’s subtle malice, who sugars 
over his poisoned hooks with seeming pleas­
ures. Thus Eve’s fruit was canded with di­
vine knowledge—‘Ye shall be as gods, know­
ing good and evil.’ When I see the fish fast 
hanged, I think upon the covetous worldling, 
who leaps at the profit without considering 
the dafiger. Thus Achan took the garment, 
and the gold, but never considered that his 
life must answer for it. If Satan be such a 
‘fisher of men,’ it is good to look before we 
leap. Honey may be eaten, so that we take 
heed of the sting. I will honestly enjoy my 
delights, but riot buy them with danger.— 
i Warwicki
SLEEPING IN JESUS.
Death never was described as sleep, in the 
sense of a natural and short repose, to be suc­
ceeded by the morn of a new and glorious 
day, till the gospel so proclaimed it. The 
ipiage of sleep as of a a stern, interminable state 
of inactivity .find silence, long had bceii 
known; but that of a sleep, as of a child iri 
t’re arms of its mother, to be followed by the 
trump of a blessed resurrection dawti Was 
first announced in the Christian revelatioh. 
Death now is only as a brief repose; the body 
resting, from its labors, and the soul resting 
with the Lord in holiness and felicityl 
—Wilson.
THE ROBBER RELEASED.
, Barabbas sits in sullen despair on the
floor of his dungeon, awaiting every moment 
the appearance of the office's who is to lead 
him to execution,—when, lo ! there rushes in 
a breathless messenger, with joy depicted oil 
his countenance, bringing the most incredible 
intelligence. ‘ Hail to thfee^ Barabbas ! ’ he 
cries out, ‘ thou art .free, thou art free!’ and; 
even while he speaks, he is unchaining thfe 
astonished prisoner, and calling him to arise 
ahd leave his confinement. In the first mo; 
ment of astonishment, it seems to the cririiinal 
as though he were still dreaming; he thfcn 
begins to think that he has been permitted, 
for a few hours to walk about the court of his 
prison, to which lie must return after enjoying 
for a short space the free air of heaven. The 
messenger, however, assures him anew that 
he is free, and explains Hot4/ the thing has taken 
place. Thus Barabbas learns that the sen­
tence of death no longer impends over his 
head, for it has been annulled and torn; that 
he has nothing more to do with offended jus­
tice, for he has been restored to the rights of 
a citizen, and no complaints will henceforth 
be raised against him; on the contrary, he 
will be treated as though lie never had com­
mitted a crime; all this has been done, because 
another has stood in his place, and suffered 
death on the cross instead of him. The 
messenger v. ho brings him this bkssed intel­
ligence, withholds nothing, but declares it 
freely and fully; and is he not in this the 
type of a faithful herald of the gospel ? Yes, 
ye souls that are weary and hedvv laden, a 
message similar to what the murderer re­
ceived is now conveyed to you, only far 
greater and far more blessed. In clear and 
simple terms we declare, that since the great 
exchange took place, before the judgment- 
seat of Pilate on Mount Golgotha, there is no 
more condemnation for You that are in Christ 
Jesus. And we entreat you to receive this 
word in faith and humility, for we speak in 
Christ’s stead,’ and we bring you the mes­
sage in the name of God.
F. W. Krummacher.
GOD S WAYS AND MAN’S.
It is good to observe the difference between 
God and man. Man cannot make any thing 
of a sudden, but destroyeth it in an instant. 
When men are to make any thing they are long 
about it, as building a house is long work; 
but plucking it down and undermining it is 
done in a short time; but God is quick in 
making, slow in destroying; he made the 
world in six days, could have done it in a 
moment, were it not that he would give us a 
pattern of labor and order in all things; now 
it hath continued for six thousand years and 
upwards, as some account, such is his long- 
suffering; how many of us has God borne 
with for ten, twenty, thirty years, from child­
hood to grey hairs, from the cradle to the 
I grave? The angels were not endured in their 
' sinful state, but immediately cast into hell.-, 
’ Manton.
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<© b ? c t be v. - lived, as from the first seed, all Uie people of the 
', earth, and hence they would be called the de­
scendents of Adam, and known as such by theProtestants? or Romanists?
The following is well put by ouv able brother of j Pccll^ar ar^ or material form which God had 
the Chnfch .Record. We trust it will be well 
weighed.
‘Our readers will bear in mind that we recently 
ventured to express our opinion that the lime bad 
come, in the progress of the Oxford Tracts, when 
the mem Jets ot our communion would find it neces- 
’’arY .to ayovv themselves Protestants or Romanists.
Jr this opinion needed to our minds further confirrn- 
all‘\v WC COU'1' ,readily find it in a few plain facts.
We must suppose that the Romanists themselves 
know what they believe; what then has been their 
conduct of late with reference to the Tracts1 
On the appearance ot No. 99, when many ot the 
best men of the Church of England (including some 
ot her highest dignitaries) expressed disapprobation, 
the Roman Catholic Bishop, Dr. \yiseniau steps 
forward to the support of the Traetarians, and pro­
nounces their approximation to what lie thinks truth, 
an evident providential interposition in behalf of the 
growth of Romanism.
'Next follows the ‘Tablet,’ a Roman Catholic 
paper, and almost claims Mr. Newman as a convert, i 
and exults not a little in the certain tendency of the I 
Oxford, School toward the venerable ‘mother and 
mistress of all churches,’ as she of Rome is wont to 
call herself.
‘Next comes Bishop Kenrick, of Philadelphia, 
and addressing the prelacy of our own Church, tells 
them in effect, that the Pope’s supremacy is almost 
the only point of difference between Rome and us, 
and begins not obscurely to hint at union.
‘And even now as we write, a letter is laid before 
us from ag good authority as any in the Church, pre­
senting Us with another fact in the following words: —
1 In Richmond and Washington, a Roman Catholic 
Bishop and minister are openly reconitneuditig Ox­
ford Tracts, and' taking the New York Churchman 
into the pulpit to recommend their doctrines.’
‘ Now whether the Traetarians and their followers 
design tn advocate ltomanisin is not the true ques 
tion. They may think they give to it no support: but 
one thing is certain, that if Romanists themselves 
know what they believe, their testimony is very 
strong to the fact that they at least look on the 
Traetarians as men much nearer to Rome titan to 
Cant erbtiry.
‘ The Romanists in our view are quite right in the 
course they pursue in this matter. We find no fault 
with them. They stick to their avowed principles, 
they yield nothing to 1’rotestants‘they do not mean 
to yield any thingrthe-y will gladly avail themselves 
of Protestant concessions, however, for there is no 
inconsistency in their so doing; and we have at 
least the comfort of knowing just where we shall 
find theUi in this particular.
‘ May we bo permitted humbly, and in the fear ol 
God, to utter to our brethren a word of caution. It 
surely is time for us to pause if we be Protestants 
indeed heforfe we commit ourselves t.o such Protest­
antism us the Romanist declares will harmonize 
with his o wn creed. This is really no question ot 
party. What has heretofore been called ‘ high and 
low chutcli’ lias in truth nothing to do with this 
matter. Let it be considered as a plain question on 
its own merits. Let churchmen just put it to their 
own common sense jo say whether Romanists would 
commend as they do, if all the Tractaaian opinions 
were undeniable, sound Protestant doctrine. We 
have said ‘ all the Tractariaii opinions,’ because 
many of them are sound and excellent. Our readers 
will do us the justice to say that we have never been 
among those who, unwilling to discriminate, con­
demned all that the Tracts contained. May we not 
hope then that our humble word of caution will be 
he received in the spirit in which it is offered ? As 
a high churchman of the old-fashiened school, may 
we not hope that our brethren of the same school 
will take with kindness our well-meant caution, and 
remember that their churchmanship, is not involved in 
-the support of the Oxford Tracts.’
given to him as the mould or pattern to distin­
guish him from others of his creatures, as to 
every creature was given its peculiar form, that 
it should he known from its fellow, according to 
the name given it by Adam. But in order that 
man should not only be distinguished from the 
other of God’s creatures, but above them all, he 
was not only endowed with the principle of ani­
mal life, like all the other living things, but he 
had breathed into him a living soul, that won­
derful and mysterious thing, or principle in which 
was embodied all the elements of his moral and 
spiritual nature, the latter of which, being in the 
express image of God, must of necessity partake 
of (henature of God, and ever remain eternal in 
its existence, in or out of the body, and eternal 
and perfect in its nature, had not sin defiled and 
corrupted it.
Had our first parents never sinned against God, 
hut persevered in its created perfectness, the 
soul, the image of God, would their descendants 
have sinned ami tome under the curse of the law? 
Undoubtedly not; for in that very principle or 
essence of their nature, in which they were the 
images, of God, they were the confederated head 
in that image, by which their descendants should 
be known. God had finished the work of crea­
tion in man, the last, greatest and best of all his 
works, because he was made nearest unto Him­
self, who is the perfection of all things. The 
nature of the soul is unchangeable of itself, and 
in so far as that nature or image which man pos­
sessed by creation, which was the will of God 
dwelling in him, should have remained unchang- 
ably the will of Adam, it must have always con­
tinued so throughout all generations.
Leighton.
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CAN A CORRUPT TREE BRING FORTH 
GOOD FRUIT ?
The doctrine of inherent corruption ot man by 
end through the fall of Adam, as the federal 
head of all the people and nations that should be 
•upon the earth, is the only way in which we 
can arrive at any thing like a satisfactory conclu­
sion respecting the evil that we see now, and 
which has^wer since that eventful period, mar­
red anU'^Edtccd the history of mankind- It is 
the onlyvoctrine that will enable us to solve 
that seeming paradox, that man exhibits by his 
rejection of the mercy of God extended to him 
in the way of reconciliation and restoration to 
the Divine' favor by the efficacy of the blood of 
the Lamb of God which was slain from the 
foundation of the world. It is the only doctrine 
which will enable us to understand that other 
contradiction in the practice of mankind, if, as 
•some contend, there is in man any inherent 
principle of good, by the cultivation of which 
he may, and can of himself, obtain the highest 
good, hut docs not ! It is the only doctrine that 
will explain the cause of that practical infidelity 
of the human heart which opposes the power of 
the word, which has been asserted to he the un­
derstanding, as the inspired record of the word 
of God’s will, revealed unto us, containing the 
only rule of faith, the law of righteousness, by 
which we shall finally be judged, as well as it is 
that root of bitterness from whence springs all 
heresies and false doctrines, delusions of the ad­
versary, by which he wins souls, and winning, 
wears them eternally in the regions of woe, 
as false jewels in his diadem of inquity, as liege 
subjects of his kingdom, crowned with a crown 
of thorns, in imitation of that solemn mockery 
of crowning llim whom having rebuked and 
despised,—they now suffer the just reward. In 
short, the doctrine of total depravity, or inherent 
corruption of the heart of man by nature, is, if I 
may so speak, the very foundation upon which 
is built Lite system of free grace, the'diviyie plan 
of salvation, which God has been pleased to set 
forth, tin* I offer to the acceptance of a rebellious 
world, as revealed in the Bible, wherein it it is 
shadowed forth by types and figures, and em­
bodied in the Jewish system of tabernacle and 
temple worship in the Old Testament, and in the 
appointed time fully perfected in the New Test­
ament by the offering of the Son of God, as the 
one only perfect,free oblation and sacrifice for sin.’ 
Man was created in the image of God, which is 
understood to mean, that he was, in his moral 
and spiritual nature, the express image of his 
Father, in purity ofsoul, in innocency of thought, 
in singleness of mind, in love to God, perfect in 
his a’ffoctions, which were all holy, knowing no 
desire of the heart, but the desire of one feeling 
of perfect love. In his natural form as a crea­
ture o* God, he was created perlect, in beauty of 
proportion and symmetry of form, each part and 
particular adapted for the purpose designed by 
the Creator, to fulfil perfectly every function of 
the animal economy, as a mere creature, possess­
ing merely animal life. But when God breathed 
into this perfect form the living soul, there indeed 
Was seen the perfection of this crowning work 
of Omnipotence in the perfect adaptedness of its 
several parts to answer the Divine ends as a re­
ceptacle for the indwelling of the moral image of 
God. 'l’o this, it may be added, that lor ought 
we know to the contrary, man may have been as 
well a-s any other work lrotn the hand o( God, 
created perfect in durability in point ot time, and 
but for the curse of disobedience, nothing of all 
the works of God should ever have seen decay 
and corruption. From this slate of original 
righteousness in Adam, ail. mankind fell by his 
disobedience, forty the disobedience ol one many 
were made .sinners. The command was to
Adam before the fall, to multiply and replenish
CHURCH EXTENSION IN LARGE CITIES.
The inquiry is often made, R7zy, in the large and 
growing cities of the West, is there so little zeal mani­
fested in the extension of the Episcopal Church ?
The following may he mentioned as some of the 
reasons :
1. Active zeal in the extension of their own 
church, is not a besetting sin of Western Episco­
palians.
2. We find others, especially the Catholics, wil­
ling to occupy the ground, and do the work for us.
3. Our faith in the practicability of doing what 
ether denominations do every year, is so feeble, that 
the hare possibility of not succeeding in a magnifi­
cent and handsome way, frightens us into the persua­
sion that we had best do nothing.
4. We do not deem investments in church-extension 
stock as very productive in dollars and cents, — and 
the grand question of fife is. IIow can the most money 
he got? and when got, the most safely and profitably 
invested? Episcopalians forget that the dividends 
of suck ini'estmcnts will be declared when they most 
need them.
5. We too much overlook the divine mission of 
the Gospel to the poor — and because we cannot 
erect expensive and handsome churches, prefer to let 
the poor take care of themselves.
There are other obvious reasons, some of which 
lie farther back— some of which it may not be profita­
ble to mention — but all of which, together with the 
foregoing, make us often well satisfied with one or 
two churches in a population of fifty or sixty thou­
sand souls !
INFIDELITY UNDER THE CHRISTIAN NAME----AMAL­
GAMATION.
Some months ago an extract was publicly quoted 
by one of our editorship, from the Western Messen­
ger, as a specimen of sentiments held by the sect of 
which that paper was an organ. The extract was 
so unequivocally infidel and impious, as to shock the 
feelings of all who heard it; and we were charged 
with disingenuousness in quoting from a paper 
edited by theii own clergyman, and sustained by 
their own patronage ! In the next nhrriber tlie 
editor assured us that what we had quoted, was 
nott/ie sentiment ol his denomination, but with a can­
dor for which he is certaiidy entitled to some credit, 
admitted that he /tiwsi.Z/7 coincided with the author ol 
the infidel piece. Rut did we hear notes of dissatis­
faction from his congregation threatening an imme­
diate ruptuie ? Not a word ! They continued him 
in his office, and parted from him with regret I 
Now what consistency was there in censuring us; for 
quoting opinions held by the minister who was by 
their own suffrages professedly breaking to them the 
bread of life ?
That the quotation which we made, contained the 
sentiment of their sect, we never asserted. But the 
following extract will shew, lliatasa sentiment, it is 
no novelty among them, and that their clergy are 
permitted to utter, on the most solemn occasions, 
opinions for which we can only find parallels in 
Paine or Voltaire.
Three orthodox clergymen lately present at an 
ordination, heard the preacher distinctly utter the 
sentiments given below, and although there were 
present five or six other clergymen ot the sect, the 
ordination proceeded without a word of dissent from 
the sermon or censure of the preacher.
Text.—Heaven and earth shall pass 
away; but my words shall not pass away.
It has been assumed that every word el thp 
Scriptures was inspired, with all their vulgar­
ities, absurdites, and impieties. Men have 
appealed to the Old Testament as authority, 
and condemned some ol the most pious and 
devoted as infidels, because they could not 
believe all which is written in it to be taken 
as truth. Thus questions have been settled 
by the authority of the Old lestanicnt,. It 
has been assumed that the Old leslainent in 
all its parts was inspired ; and men have been 
stigmatized as heretics and infidels who would 
not, give up their reason and humanity to the 
belief of the story of Abraham and his son as 
of divine orgin; a story which is revolting to 
justice and humanity.
The same has been assumed of flic New 
Testament, the obvious contradictions and ab­
surdities of which are every where apparent; 
and which contains stories the most incredi­
ble, and sometimes shocking to decency. 
And yet this hook is declared to be the word 
of God, and given by divine inspiration! 
What Apostle ever pretended that this book 
was divinely inspired? Did Jesus Christ 
ever assume that, ho spake by divine inspir­
ation?
The great body of Christian professors 
make doctrines rest on the authority ot Jesus
the daftli, as from him should come, or be cle-vj Christ and not on pure Christianity .
Real Christian lile was out of the Church, 
and in the world for the first four centuries.
Doctrinfes have nothing to do with a man’s 
Christianity.
Christianity would have lost nothing by 
perishing of the Old Testament. It must 
therefore now be taken lor what it is worth.
Every man is to search alter truth for him­
self, without taking lor his authority the wri­
tings either of the Old Testament or the 
New. And if different individuals should ar­
rive at different results, and even opposite) 
results, still this will not effect their Chris-i 
anity, or authorize the witholditig of Christian 
fellowship.
Christianity is true, but all systems of 
Christianity are false.
Because some pious Christians have cut off 
the end of John’s Gospel and the beginning 
of Matthew’s,they have been branded as inli-1 
dels.
Christianity does not rest on the opinions 
of a few pious fishermen, or on the New 
Testament. Christianity was the same nine­
teen centuries before Christ, as nineteen cen­
turies after Christ.
The Bible is not our master, or despot, j 
Wc may take the Prophets as our teachers ; j 
but we must not now bow down to idol na-1 
tions.
The Bible docs not tell us that God ex­
hausted his capabilities in creating Jesus 
Christ. We may yet expect men as gifted 
and elevated, or even more so, as Christian­
ity is hereafter unfolded.
AVe are not saved by Christ who lived 
nineteen centuries ago, hut by the Christ that 
we find in our own hearts.
If it could be proved that Christ never 
lived, or that lie was an impostor, still Chris­
tianity would not be affected by it. So if the 
Apostles had never lived, or were impostors, 
Christianity would still be the same. It was 
taught by nature. <
Christianity has no creed ; or if it have a 
creed, it is a creed of only one article, viz. 
that there is a God.
Christianity must he tried by tlie oracle in 
in the human heart.
AVe want no one to stand between us and 
God. If we would have the full benefits of 
a spiritual Glirislianity, we must worship the 
Father as Jesus did, with no intervening me­
diator; and then wc shall be like Christ.
We suppose it will be said, that these are indi­
vidual opinions, for which we must not hold an entire 
denomination responsible. Now we must be excused 
for not honoring this sophism with a strictly logical 
dissection, but merely meeting it with a few homely 
illustrations, thus:—they who harbor a criminal 
make themselves partakers of his guilt,—they 
who lend countenance and offer facilities to 
the venders of unwholesome bread, become re­
sponsible for consequences,—physicians who hold 
fellowship and equal association with those who are 
spreading poison for medicine, are responsible for 
the countenance which they give them,—and they 
who company with counterfeiters, and treat them 
before the world as fair traders, are guilty of giving 
currency to spurious coin.
Should it be said that no man can tell what is 
criminal, or unwholesome, or poisonous or spurious in 
matters of religion:—the objector virtually asserts 
that God has left us in a worse condition of ignor­
ance with respect to our souls, than in regard to our 
bodies, and although he has given us a revelation, wc 
might as well have none. For the preacher who 
Ventures to preach it, cannot say what in it is essen­
tially true. And moreover, he is very intolerant if 
he does not recognize as a good clerical brother, any 
one who preaches doctrine essentially and diametri­
cally opposite to his own, or even advances opinions 
clearly deistical.
If a resolution proposed at one of our late public 
meetings iiad passed, and the preacher who littered 
the above sentiments, or any other like-minded, had 
visited our city, our Bethel would have been open 
to him. And the opportunity might have been of­
fered him, to employ his eloquence in counteracting 
all the previous efforts which had been made, to im­
press boatmen with a reverence for the Bible 1 
Surely a few moments’ candid reflection will con­
vince any individual, that union in such an enter­
prise, except amongst those agreed in essentials, 
would be undesirable even if practicable. Take for 
example, these four tests, viz: the proper object of 
honor and worship—the foundation of a sinner’s 
hope—the motive of all true obedience—the future 
punishment of the wicked. If these are not funda­
mental truths o( the gospel, we cannot imagine any: 
and in these points all evangelical Christians are 
substantially agreed. They maintain that Christ as 
Cod, is a proper object of worship—that his merit 
or atonement is the sole foundation of the sinner’s 
hope—faith in him wrought by the Spirit—a 
leading and necessary motive to obedience—and that 
‘ he that believeth not,’ or hath not this faith, will 
be punished with everlasting destruction. So we 
preach, not only to boatmen, but to all men. But 
another preacher gets up in the afternoon of the 
same day, and asserts either directly or virtually, 
that Christ is a mere creature, and not to be wor­
shipped—that the atonement is a mere fancy, which 
dishonors the divine character, and we must depend 
upon our own righteousness and repentance—that 
obedience to Cod belongs to no particular faith—and 
that all future punishment, and especially eternal 
punishment, is false and derogatory to the divine 
goodness 1 Now we ask any candid reflecting man 
lo say, whether an attempt to harmonize such oppo­
site preaching, would not be an effort to form a 
union between light and darkness? and whether 
such an amalgamation would not just so far as it 
succeeded, distract rather than edify, and make a 
Sahel rather than a Bethel ?
We greatly rejoice that the question of union with 
those professed Christians whom we deem unsound 
in the essentials of the faith, was so fully settled at 
the late meeting to which we have referred. It will 
prevent unpleasant collisions and chafing contacts, 
while co-operation may still be had as citizens, in all 
matters of a secular nature. And if all the liberality 
which has been profesned, be not mere sound, there 
will be no interruption to the courtesies of life: for 
among those whom we Consider in essential error, 
we have ever recognized intelligent, benevolent and 
useful individuals. It is clear, 'however, that any 
system in its best phase, which denies fundamental 
truths, must be virtual infidelity; and to treat it oth­
erwise than as siich, is to sacrifice truth and 
realcharity to secure the flattering appellation of a 
liberal minded man.
We have devoted more of our tinie to this subject 
than some perhaps have thought expedient; but we 
witnessed for some time with pain the advances of 
heresv, tmd especially the facility with which it 
was virtually recognized and affiliated with essential 
truth, in our union religious societies. Other breth­
ren in the ministry saw and felt the same evil, and 
at the risk of being thought morbid or even monoma-
niacal, on this one point we have united with 
others, in adding warning to warning, until our op­
ponents themselves have pressed the matter to a 
decision, which we believe their own consistency 
will never permit them to invade. We thank them 
for bringing about so speedily a result so much de-
have this strong and very decided language before 
them, as the language of their churches, and that of 
our doctrine there can be no doubt — in no other 
way can we explain the extraordinary and heretical 
fancies on baptism, at present prevalent, than hv the 
supposition of the neglect of doctrinal instruction ;
sired, and for their frank and courteous bearing in ! and we are heartily rejoiced at the publication ol a
the final disposition of the subject.
CHRISTIAN PRUDENCE.
The rules of prudence, in general, says one, like
the laws of the stone tables, are for the most part 
prohibitive. Tnou shalt kot—is their characteristic 
formula; and it is an essential part of Christian pru­
dence that it should be so. Nor would it be difficult 
to bring under this head all the social obligations that 
arise out of the relations of the present life, winch 
the carnal mind is of itself able to discover, and the 
performance of which, under favorable worldly cir­
cumstances, the met est worldly self-interest, without 
love or faith, is sufficient to enforce; but which 
Christian prudence enlivens by a higher principle and 
renders symbolic and sacrirnental.
CAMBRIDGE TRANSCENDENTALISM.
The following definition of Cambridge Transcenden­
talism, which we find in one of our contemporaries, 
will, it is not for a moment to be doubted, be level 
to the comprehension of every order of intellect, 
from the most unsophisticated to the most transcen­
dental:
‘Transcendentalism is the spiritual cognosccncc of 
psycological irnfragihility, connected with concuticnt 
ademption of incolumnicnt spirituality and ethaiulized 
contention if subsultory concertion?
A Compendious Ecclesiastical History ; from the 
curliest period to the jircscnt day: By Rev. AV. Pal­
mer, M. A., of Worcester College, Oxford, (Eng.); 
with a Preface and Notes, by an American Editor. 
New-York: Swords, Stanford & Co.: 1841. 
12mo. pp. 233.
This ‘American Editor’ is, we presume, — for no 
one can mistake the initials to the preface, —Bishop 
Whittingham ; and whatever comes with his recom­
mendation, and from his hands, must meet with 
more than a favorable reception, especially upon 
such a subject. We are heartily glad to see such a 
work put into circulation amon* us. It was much 
wanted. Such church histories as we have, are 
either large and expensive works, or mere dry com- 
pends, containing little more than names and dates. 
The first class are excluded from the perusal of the 
majority: the latter are of no practical benefit. To 
use the words of Milner, ‘a history ot the perver­
sions and abuses of religion, is not properly a his 
tory of the Church ; as absurd were it to suppose a 
history of tlie highwaymen who have infested the 
country be a history of England.’ But this work 
enters fully into the spiritual of ecclesiastical his­
tory ; not confining itself to mere detail, but phi­
losophizing from events ; and yet sufficiently minute 
to allow nothing of importance to pass unnoticed. 
The style is rieh and flowing, and the matter admi­
rably compressed. Now that we are wofully defi­
cient in our knowledge of ecclesiastical history, no 
one can doubt. It has been a sadly neglected study ; 
and wc know not how it can he belter revived, than 
by the circulation of such works as the present; 
learned, but popular ; full of information, hut short ; 
brilliant with truth, but not oppressive with argu­
ment. We hope that Sunday-school teachers espe­
cially, will make themselves acquainted with it; for 
they cannot hut derive much Benefit, in their instruc­
tion from it. It is, we understand, for sale at the 
book-store of Mr. Whiting, in Columbus.
Baptismal Obligations: or, the Duties and Responsi­
bilities of Cod-Parents and Unhaptized Persons: 
By Rev. Wm. M. Jackson. Philadelphia: Hooker 
& Agnew: 1841. 12rno. pp. 176.
Greatly is such a book as this needed ; and as we 
know not any place, where the wide circulation of 
a sterling work on this subject, is more necessary, 
at this moment, than in the West. It is a lamenta­
ble consequence of the neglect of doctrinal instruc­
tion, that this sacrament has been of late years, 
either, in a great measure despised, or so highly 
exalted as to be considered the only thing necessary 
to salvation. Both extremes are false; and there­
fore both dangerous ; but the former are especially 
so. And yet ignorance upon the importance of bap­
tism, even among Christians, otherwise well- 
informed, is so deep and so common, that one whose 
situation did not lead him to examine into it, would 
be astonished. We do not think that we are exage­
rating, when wc say that in some of our new stales 
at least one third of the population are unbaptized, 
and therefore out of the pale of God’s visible church. 
We speak from experience : and so little regard is 
paid to the subject, so little feeling is there upon it, 
that in a multitude of cases it is difficult to persuade 
parents to bring their children to this sacrament. 
The Common answer—one that we have had given 
again and again — is, that they do not see what 
good it can do them. We say that this arises from 
neglect of doctrinal instruction. We can explain it 
in no other way. Out church, in its rituals, is most 
strong upon the subject — setting forth the benefits, 
blessings, and immunities consequent upon baptism 
in faith: and no less so are those denominations, 
ordinarily called ‘ orthodox? Thus speaks the West­
minster Confession of Faith — the acknowledged 
articles of religion of the Presbyterian Church : — 
‘Baptism is a sacrament of the New Testament, 
ordained by Jesus Christ, not only for the solemn 
admission of the party baptized’ (equally we sup­
pose, adults and infants) ‘ into the visible church, 
but also to be unto him a sign and seal of the cove­
nant of grace, of regeneration, of remission of sins, 
etc. —which sacrament is, by Christ’s own appoint­
ment, to be continued in his church unto the end of 
the world.’ * * * ‘By the right use of this ordi­
nance, the grace promised is not only offered, but 
really exhibited and conferred by the Holy Ghost, to 
such (whether of age or infants') as that grace be- 
longeth to,’ etc.—thus declaring it to ba a most 
important means of grave. And again, in the Lar­
ger Catechism of the same church— ‘ Baptism is a 
sacrament of the New Testament, wherein Christ 
hath ordained the washing with water, * * * to he 
a sign and seal of ingrafting into himself, of remis­
sion of sins by his blood, and regeneration by his 
Spirit, of adoption, and resurrection unto everlas­
ting life ; and whereby the parties baptized are sol­
emnly admitted into the visible church,’ etc.— 
Nothing could be stronger as regards the great im­
portance of this sacrament. And so with the arti­
cles of religion of the Episcopal Met hodists.’ These 
are chiefly copied from our Articles : and thus reads 
the seventeenth of their church : —‘ Of liaptism.— 
j Baptism is not only a sign of profession, and mark 
J of difference, whereby Christians are distinguished 
from others that are not baptized ’—(wnbaptized per- 
| sons therefoie, not being considered by them as 
I ‘Christians’)—‘ but it is also a sign o£regeneration,
' or the new birth. The baptism of young children, is 
! to be retained in the church.’ And the sixteenth 
I Article speaks in still stronger language :—‘The 
sacraments are certain signs of grace, and Cod’s 
’ good will towards us, by thewhich he doth, work incisi- 
: h/y in ns, and doth not only quicken, hut also 
i strengthen and confirm our faith in him? Consider- 
. fog then, that the preachers of these denominations
-so well adapted to popoularsound work like this 
reading.
The work under review, we may justly divide into 
two seperate parts: the first touching upon the na­
ture of baptism; the second upon sponsorial and 
parental responsibilities as regards baptism. ‘ Bap­
tism is the receiving men from a state of sin and 
wrath into a state of favor, and into the rights of 
the sons of God, and the iiopes of et ernal happiness, 
and a calling them by the name of God.’* It is a 
direct precept of Christ, ‘ it is positively commanded, 
so that the neglecting it, is a contempt of the author­
ity that commanded it ’f In the earliest church it 
was considered of the greatest importance. None 
were held to be Chiistians who died without bap­
tism, except the following, namely: those who being 
prepared for it, were hindered by unavoidable ne- 
cessit y-tliose who suffered martyrdom previous to the 
rite being administered—and those who having 
faith and repentance, arid being desirous of baptism, 
were suddenly cut off. To these alone the hope ol 
salvation appears lo have been extended.}: ‘But in 
case the catechumens died without baptism, by ne­
glect or their own default, then they were punished 
as other malefactors, who unqualified themselves for 
the solemnities of a Christian burial; they were put 
into the same rank as those who laid violent hands 
on themselves, or were publicly executed for their 
criines.’H And such is the view which our own 
church, in the rubrick to the burial service, takes of 
the case. And so thought St. Augustine, who hav­
ing referred to the necessity of the case of the thief 
upon the cross, continues: ‘ Et babtismus quidem 
potest inesse', phi conversis cordis dcfucrit; convcrsris 
autem cordis pbtest quidem incsse non percepto hapiis- 
mo; ski) contemi’to nos potest.’§ We thus see the 
high rank which this sacrament held in the estimation 
of the early church, Jieing indeed the dividing ceremo­
ny between the children of the world, and the children 
by adoption, of God. Our author, therefore, very 
properly begins by considering the ‘ importance of 
the subject,’ confining his considerations, however, 
in the first chapter, to the baptism of infants, and 
supporting himself by various quotations from 
Matthew Henry, Burkitt, Timothy Dwight, Bishop 
Mcllvaine, &c. Having done this, he proceeds 
more particularly to show the benefits arising from 
the sacrament, either in case of infants, or of adults 
partaking of it in faith. Thersecond chap'eris headed 
‘ Baptism, the seal of a covenant.’ Into this he fully 
enters, tracing the covenant from Abraham, through 
the kindred right of Jewish circumcision. God prom­
ises certain blessings and privileges, on the fulfil­
ment of certain conditions, and this sacrament is the 
seal to the covenant. And when we consider that 
salvation is on God’s part altogether a free gift; that 
human merit before God is utterly impossible, that 
we are saved byjfrce grace; that we cannot call a 
hope of salvation ours till God give it, we plainly 
see how necessary it is that a covenant should exist 
for our assurance. Till this covenant is made, who 
can say that he has a prospect of salvation ? Where 
is the promise ? On what can he depend ? Surely it 
must he on the unconditional mercy of God. But 
being bapt ized, lie has the promise that if he be a 
faithful believer, lie shall be saved; he has already, 
as it were, a heritage in heaven, a heritage he may 
indeed lose if he ceases to fulfil the conditions, but 
one that must at last be his, if lie do,complete them; 
whereas an unbaptized person has no promise, no 
fixed hope, except upon the unconditional and un­
covenanted mercies of God, of which we are told 
nothing whatever in Scripture, and can therefore 
know nothing. And here our author examines, and 
we think forcibly refutes the objection that ‘ if the 
blessing which embraces lire gift of etemal life be 
conferred upon certain conditions, it cannot be of 
grace.’
The second benefit is the ‘introduction into the 
church.’ ‘That this was one important design of 
the sacrament we are considering, may he inferred 
from the language of the Apostle,—Eaptizcd into one 
body. The Catechism says, liaptism wherein I was 
made a member of Christ—that is, a member of the 
church of Christ, which is his body. It is also de­
clared to be a sign of, regeneration, or new birth; the 
meaning of which is explained when it is added 
whereby, as by an instrument, they that receive baptism 
rightly, are grafted into the church. It was not inten­
ded to teach by this expression that baptism either 
implied or imparted a change of heart, but simply 
t,o convey the same idea which is contained in the 
expression, horn of water, (being placed in a new 
federal and relative position). 'I’lie baptized person 
is dead in regard to his condition as a heathen, but 
alive again in regard to his condition as a Christian; 
or to use the words of Bishop Burnett, ‘Except a 
man come to be renewed by an ablution like the bap 
tism which the Jews used, that imported the outward 
profession of a change of doctrine and of heart; and 
with that, except he were inwardly changed by a se 
cret power called the Spirit, lie could not become one 
of Jesus’ disciples, or a true Christian.’ Or again 
to use the words of our author, ‘All that the word 
regeneration teaches is, that by our baptism Ave be­
come members of the visible chufch of Christ.’ The 
next benefit to be mentioned is, that baptism is a 
means of grace. ‘The promise of the Holy Spirit 
pertains, by an essential grant, to the baptized, to 
as many as God shall call into bis church by baptism.’ 
Acts ii: 38, 39. Or, in the words of Archbishop 
Whately* ‘These fruits of the spirit then are, amff 
ever were, the criterion lo Christians, of their being 
led. by the Spirit.
The sign of their having a claim to this spiritual 
guidance, lo the ordinary operation of the Spirit, of 
their being admitted to a share in the offer of this 
grace, 1 cannot conceive to be, or ever to have been, 
any other than their baptism into the Christian faith. 
There are some, indeed, who represent baptism as a 
sign only of admission into the visible church, and 
not necessarily of spiritual regeneration. But the 
shortest, and most decisive answer to those persons 
appears to be, that they are making a distinction 
without a difference. Such as the church is described 
in scripture, viz : as the body of Christ Jesus; as the 
Temple of the Holy Ghost which diccllcth in it, to 
speak of admittance into this church, without ad­
mission to the privileges bestowed upon it, seems a 
contradiction in terms. The promises of Christ 
are made to the Society, of which He is the Head; 
and to individuals, not as men, but as members ol 
that society. If, in the case of temporal goods, any 
one is admitted a member of any endowed society, 
he is thereby admitted to a share of its revenues ; it 
would be a contradiction to disjoin them. Tlie visi­
ble church of Christ is a society endowed by him, 
with the richest privileges : but then, it rests with 
each member of that society, as it does with the 
members of a human society, to avail himself aright 
of those privileges, or lo neglect or abuse them. 
Or, as Mr. Jackson very properly observes, ‘others 
may partake of the grace of the Holy Spirit; but it
is conferred in fulfilment of no promise, for to those 
without the pale of the covenant, no such promist 
is made.’ The other benefits noticed, are that this 
sacrament is, first, a'sign of profession ; second, j 
mark of distinction; third, a dedication to God. 
Did our limits permit, we should wish to make 
some long extracts on these heads, but we mint 
stop. We trust that this work will be extensively 
circulated ; and we know none on the subject so well 
adapted for parochial lending and distribution. It ig 
popular, not too large, and it is cheap, and certainly 
sound in doctrine. L
Bishop Burnet on Article L 1 U’-
■'VII. } Bin-diam, Bk-J Fin H. I J, ~I, ~2.
lb. 18.
____
WESTERN DIOCESES AND MISSIONS.
MICHIGAN.
In a late number of the Christian Witness, a pro. 
position is made that a list of all the clergy ever 
connected with our church in the United States 
should be published, for general reference. Such a 
list would undoubtedly be very useful, and would, 
in many instances, throw light upon the early histo­
ry of' our parishes. It would prove, however, ala. 
borious task, if one person undertook the whole; and 
the easiest way of arriving at a general result will 
be for each diocese to supply its own list. May it 
not be hoped that each of our If estern dioceses, at 
least, will do so. Each year the difficulty of arri. 
vingat certainty increases. At present it can well 
be done. The following I believe to be a correct Ifo 
of the clergy of Michigan; of snch as ever have 
been, as well as those who now are rn the diocese^. 
Such as remain, are marked with *. L
1821. Alanson W. Welton, teacher, Detroit;- occi- 
sionally officiated; died, 1831.
1822. John Weston appears occasionally to inve 
officiated at Detroit.
1824. Richard F. Cadle, Detroit; missionary church; 
built about 1826, Bishop llobert laying the 
foundation stone and consecrating. Mr. C. 
organized the parishes at Ann Arbor and it 
Troy. He was the first parochial clergyman,
1829. Richard Bury, Detroit, organized the first 
parish at Monroe, July 12, 1831. In 1832, 
Rev. Mr. Curtis for a little while assisted 
Mr. B.
1830. S. Freeman, Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti, Dexter; 
missionary.
1831. *John O’Brien, Monroe; missionary, built
church.
1833. Bishop Chase was residing in Michigan, ani 
officiated in various places,—Addison, Searle, 
Detroit, &c.
1831. ’William N. Lyster, 1, Tecumseh and Clinton: 
built church at both places; 2, missionary at 
large—built church at Adrian.
“ J. P. Bailsman, missionary, Ann Arbor and 
Dexter; began to build church at A. A.
“ * James Selkrig; 1, Niles, missionary, built
church; 2, U. S. Missionary for Indians; or 
ganized parish at St. Josephs.
1833. ’Right Rev. S. A. McCoskry, D. D., Detroit. 
’Charles B. Stout, missionary; 1, St. Josephs; 
2, Edwardsburgh; 3, Clinton.
“ S. A. Marks, missionary; 1, Ann Arbor; 2, 
Clinton.
“ A. S. Hollister, missionary, Pontiac, Troy, 
Ac.; built church in latter place.
1836. Marcus K. Cushman, missionary, St. Jo- 
■ sephs.
“ II. F. M. Whitesides, missionary; Constan­
tine, Whitepigeon, &c.
“ D. J. Burger, missionary; I, Mt, Clemens 
and Frederick; 2, Dexter, built church; 3, 
Adrian; organized parish at Grand Rapids.
“ G. W. Cole, missionary; 1, Tecumseh amt 
Clinton; 2, Kalamazoo,—died 1840.
1837. ’Samuel Buel, Marshal.’.
“ ’Charles Reighlcy; 1, Ypsilanti, built church; 
2, Chaplain to U. S. Army at Fort Gratiot, 
and officiating at Port Huron, where hebuill 
church, 1840.
“ ’John Fenton, missionary, Kalamazoo.f. 
1338. Richard Bury, Trinity Church, Detroit.
“ ’Darius Barker, missionary, Johnsville, ot- 
ganized parish at Homer.
“ "W. A. Clark, D. D.
“ *F. II. Cuming, Ann Arbor; built rectory
house, organised parish in Jacksou.
“ ’Chauncey Fitch, Detroit.
“ Marmaduke Hirst, Dexter- missionary.
1839. CharlesFox, missionary, Jackson; builtchurclii
organized parish at. Albion.
“ ’Melancthon Hoyt, missionary, Grand Rap­
ids; built, church.
“ ’Daniel E. Brown, Flint—missionary.
“ George B. Eastman.
1840. ’.John Wilson, Pontiac; built church—mil- 
•ionary.
“ ’Luman Foote, Kalamazoo; missionary.
“ Samuel R. Crane, Niles; missionary.
“ *--------Powers, Ypsilanti; missionary.
1841. ’Montgomery Schuyler.
Besides these parishes, the clergy have been in tk 
habit of officiating in various other places—wliete 
parishes have not as yet been organized—toihe num­
ber of about fifty.
’ Church built and consecrated 1837, before tbete 
was a clergyman.
t Church built and consecrated 1837, before tlie’1 
was a clergyman.
OHIO.
acknowledgements.
The Treasurer of the Missionary and Educati®’
Committee of the Diocese of Ohio, acknowledge 
the receipt of the following sums since the M 
report, viz:
1841. Fob. 15.
From II. T. Woodward, Brunswick Mission­
ary Box, for Dorn. Missions 
“ St. Paul’s, Utica do.
“ Ladies’ bliss. So., St. Peter’s, Dela­
ware do.
“ Scioto Convocation, collected atChil- 
licotbe
Ladies’ Sewing So., St. Paul’s, Chil­
licothe, -do.
“ Central Convocation, collected at 
Gambier
“ Ladies’ Miss. So., Trinity Church, 
Columbus, Ed.
“ Christ Church, Dayton, received at 
Convention
“ Ladies’ Miss. So., St. Johns, Worth­
ington
“ St. Timothy’s, Massillon, Dio. Miss.
“ St. James,’ Piqua, do
“ All Saints’, Portsmouth, Gen.
“ Ladies’ Miss- So., 1 rinity Chuj-cli, 
Columbus, Dio. Miss.
Gambier, June 12, 1841.
M. T. C. WING,
$5 (H1 
2 ec
725 
56 00
19#
37 S5
4iU
101 
20 O” 
20 O’
561
During the same period the receiving agent has fot 
warded to the Cen. Committee, the following 
sums :
From Ladies’ Miss. So., Delaware, For. M 
“ Ladies’ Sewing So., Chillicothe_
Africa
Ladies’ Bible So., Trinity Church 
Columbus, for do.
“ Miss E. Longworth, St. Paul’s Cin­
cinnati, do
7 25
10 0« 
36 75
10 O’
>t Sunday Offerings, Si. Paul’s, Cincin­
nati—Domestic
<< St. Luke’s, Benevolent. So., Granville 
—Foreign
»» Dr. Richards, St. Luke's, Granville 
Ann. Sub.—Gen.
24 50
15 00
5 00
TOPICS OF TIIE TIMES.
SATURDAY, JUNE 26, 1841.
-.‘jrfie fount anti pressure of tljc £ (in c.”
♦ • With the present number, (closing the first 
half of Hie eleventh volume) our connexion with 
The present worthy publisher closes.
The Observer will continue to be printed at tin 
Westers Church Press, Fourth street, Rogers 
flow, and under auspices which we trust will give i 
increasing claims to support.
Remittances and all letters relating to the busi­
ness of the paper, must be addressed to Her. Cluiun 
cey Colton.
Communications for the Observer, should be direc- 
ted to the Editors.
LATE FOKFIGN NEWS.
ARRIVAL OF THE COLUMBIA.
The Steam Packet Columbia, arrived at Bos­
ton, from Liverpool, on Thursday evening ol last 
week. Her passage was just twelve days and one 
hour— the shortest on record.
The over-land mail has brought important 
news from China within eighty days. The Em­
peror had refused to ratify the treaty concluded 
between Capt. Elliot and the Imperial Commis­
sioner Keshin, in consequence of which hostil- 
tics were recommenced, on the 25th February the 
JJogue forts were taken, and this was followed 
by the capture of Canton. The accounts say 
that this was without the loss of a man on the 
part of the British, whilst the Chinese sustained 
a loss of about 260 killed, and nearly 1300 pris­
oners.
Sir Robert Peel brought on his motion of cen­
sure against her Majesty’s Ministers on the 27th 
ult.; the House was excessively crowded, and the 
Right Hon. Baronet was loudly cheered. He 
went over the principal grounds on which his 
motion was founded and from thence the debate 
has been nightly continued up to the time of the 
latest dates, without being then terminated.
Another glimpse of hope has been presented 
respecting the fate of the President steamship, 
and the rumor, to which we confess we cannot 
give much credence, for a time caused great ex­
citement. Capt. Arbuthuot of the Fortitude, 
from Buenos Ayres, reported that in lat. 47 deg. 
N., and Long, 21 deg., 30 min. W., he had seen 
a large vessel like a disabled steamer slowly 
making way towards the N. E. on the 27th May.
It was expected that the dissolution of Parlia­
ment would take place about the 12th infet.; the 
debate on Sir Robert Peel’s motion would proba­
bly be closed on from the publicity of the alle­
gations and defences made in the course of that
debate.
The progress of the Eastern pacification is not 
rapid but, on the whole, satisfactory. Mehemet 
Ali haa already commenced internal regulations 
in his government. The plague was raging to 
a considerable extent in Syria, and this together 
with the licentious conduct of the Turkish sol­
diery has occasioned some disoruer in that quar­
ter.
The Bey of Tunis, as it is said, has decreed the 
abolition of the Slave trade within his domin­
ions. It is added that his Highness himself set 
the example, by giving freedom to his own slaves; 
and lie has promised to put an end to the further 
importation within the regency of Tunis.
THE STEAMER PRESIDENT.
We have received, by mail, (says the Boston
Transcript,) the following slip, by the which it 
appears that, if there is no mistake, the long 
nissiug steamer President has at last been heard 
Iioni.
Sentinel Office, Easport, May 14th.—Capt. He- 
icy who left St. John, N. B., Saturday evening, 
’ports, that the Collector of St. John received 
iformation on Saturday that Capt. Roberts and 
G men of the steamer President had arrived 
t the eastward, but at what place Capt.. Henoy 
id not ascertain. One account, stated New- 
mndlanil, and another Prince Edward’s Island, 
t is stated that the steamer struck an ice-berg, 
ad immediately went down, carrying down ev- 
ry one on board but the watch on deck. It is 
urthcr stated that Capt. Roberts and thd per­
sons saved were among the ice 3 or 4 days, and 
were picked up by a vessel and carried in. Capt. 
Heneysays the news is implicitly believed in St. 
lolm. Knowing the extreme anxiety of the 
public regarding this ill-fitted vessel, we deem 
t proper to impart the above report by the 
iarliest opportunity.
We think that but very little reliance can be 
placed upon the correctness of this story. Let­
ters have been recently received in New-York 
from Prince Edward’s Island, which make no 
mention of the circumstance. YVe have also in­
telligence from St. Peters to the 5th of May, 
and from Newfoundland, but no accounts of the 
President had been received at either place.
Later.—The Steamer President is now be­
yond the reach of human aid and her unfortunate 
passengers and crew, are in the ‘ deep ocean bu­
ried.’ The British Consul held a meeting of in­
quiry in New York on Monday. The different 
agents of Packets and several old shipmasters 
We present, and after all the information which 
c°uld be obtained was duly considered, the meet­
ing arrived at but one result. The N. Y. Times 
Slve8 the following statement of Capt. Cole, 
which ismcire conclusive as to her fate, than any 
other we have seen published. Its melancholy 
convictions are irrestible. The Times says:
‘Captain Cole, of the ship Orpheus, stated 
that he sailed in company with the President 
ffomNewYoik on the 11th March last—that he was 
ln sight of her until the evening of the next day; 
when lie lost her she was rising on a tremendous 
aea, and appeared to be laboring and pitching 
very heavily. The Orpheus at the same time 
Was also laboring very much, and shipped large 
quantities of water on deck. Captain Cole 
thinks the President must have been at this time 
also shipping heavy seas—tliat the fires were
probably extinguished, rendering the vessel com­
paratively helpless. The storm was dreadful 
during the whole night; the wind shifted the 
next morning, from N. E. to S. E., causing a 
still more tremendous sea, and the gale continu­
ed with unabated fury until midnight on the 
13th. Captain Cole also stated that it was his 
further belief that the President did not survive 
the gale, but foundered, with all on board, before 
sundown on the 13th, or in less than twenty-four 
hours after lie last saw her; and most probably in 
the terrific night of the 12th of March. In 
which opinion other nautical gentlemen present 
seemed fully to coincide!'
Latest.—By the Columbia.—It is almost su­
perfluous to say that no tidings of the Pesident 
had reached England; and so little hope was 
entertained there of her ever appearing, that the 
unhappy relatives of some of the passengers had 
gone into mourning, and at Lloyd's a day had 
been assigned for the settlement of the insurances.
FROM FLORIDA.
We learn from an officer of the army who 
came passenger in the U. S. steamer Gen. Jaj- 
lor, Capt. Peck, arrived yesterday from Florida, 
that since our last advices from that quarter,dial­
ect Tustcnuggee, who is at Fort Fowle on the 
Ocklawaha, had sent in four of his warriors to 
.Col. Riley, commanding at Fort King, asking 
for rations, which were refused. Four other war­
riors were sent in by the same chief two days af­
terwards requiring rations, which were in like 
manner refused; wereupon the messengers stated 
that the chief would march for 'Tampa and halt 
at a certain ereek between that post and Fort 
King from whence he would send for provisions 
and escort to take him to Tampa for the purpose 
of emigrating.
Our informant states that of 163 men at Fort 
King, 106 were sick. In addition to the above 
items of intelligence, we may add that several 
rumors have reached us from our correspondents, 
that the command in Florida will soon be confi­
ded to the gallant Col. YVorth. YVe give the 
rumor as we have heard it. If it be true, we 
are prepared to say that a better selection 
could not well have been made.—Savannah 
Republican, May 29,
Sunday Mails.—Hon. Francis Granger, the 
Post Master General, in his late report,makes the 
following observations on the subject of Sunday 
Mails.
A considerable saving will be found in the 
curtailment of service generally, directed by my 
immediate predecessor, in limiting the transpor­
tation of the mails to six trips a week upon 
most of the routes throughout the nation. The 
embarrassed condition of the finances of the 
Department, if it were to remain unaided by the 
Government, clearly, indicated the propriety of 
some reduction of service, and the religious sensei 
of the community will certainly approve the 
feeling that selects the Sabbath as the day on 
which that service should pot be performed. 
Yet it cannot be denied that this order has borne 
heavily upon’contractors, and in many instances 
causes great derangement in the transportation 
of the mails.
YVhilstin some sections of our country this 
alteration lias not only received a cheerful acqui­
escence, but is warmly approved, there has been 
great general complaint of its operation, and 
daily appeals for the old facilities are pressed up­
on the Department. Without entering upon 
this subject at large it is sufficient for my present 
purpose to state that, as this order purports to 
have been given to reduce the expenses of the 
Department, and to aid in bringing them within 
its receipts, return to the former service, at this 
time, might well be considered as a declaration 
of my confidence in its ability to sustain the ex­
penditure necessary for such restoration. I have 
therefore felt it imperative upon me to adhere to 
this order of curtailment.
Temperance Meeting at the Bethel.—At 
the last meeting at the Chapel on the sub­
ject of Temperance, so much interest was 
manifested that, by an unanimous vote of the 
Assembly it was resolved to hold another 
meeting of similar character on Thursday 
evening of this week. Since that meeting, 
at least a score of sailors have signed the ‘tee­
total pledge’ through the influence of their 
shipmates. Among them were ‘all hands’ 
and cabin hoy of the brig Queen Charlotte, 
hast Sabbath we had in our harbor 75 sail of 
vessels carrying fright, including the ship 
Superior, one or two brigs, &c., besides steam­
ers and ‘small craft, yet among the whole the 
crews of only, one or two were found at work. 
One ‘set of hands’ we understand was dis­
charged because they ■would not work, it be­
ing the Sabbath. Extra seats were used in 
the Chapel in the evening, but the sailors 
complained of the heat and many of them 
took their stand on the stoop where they could 
have fresh air. The ‘Bethel Church’ intend 
to furnish them if possible, with a larger 
house next season.—Cleveland Ilerald.
A Horning from the Gallows.—At YVil- 
mington, (N. C.) last week, a young man na­
med Madison Johnson xvas hung for the mur­
der of Henry Beasley. YVlicn brought under 
the gallows he addressed the people nearly an 
hour, in an unfaltering and audible voice— 
warning them, and especially the young, 
against the evil practices of gambling, intem­
perance and night carousals, to which he at­
tributed his ignominious and untimely death. 
The act for which he suffered had been commit­
ted under the influence of liquor and passion.
High School Burnt.—The high school at 
I,a Grange, Georgia, was destroyed by lire on 
the 11th inst. together with the hooks and 
apparatus, both chemical and philosophical. 
It is believed to have been the work of an in­
cendiary.
Another River Navigated by Steam.—The St. Lou­
is papers are rejoicing at the tact that the steamboat 
Leander has returned from a successful trip of 300 
miles up the Osage river. This was the first attempt 
of the kind ever made, and the boat got aground on­
ly once in a run of 600 miles through an unknown 
channel. The Leander is a medium sized boat and 
carried full freight. The inhabitants of the exten­
sive fertile region watered by the Osage, are said to 
be in extacies at the event; as it will secure to them 
a regular steamboat intercourse with the lower coun­
try, and give them a large increase of population, 
by securing a liberal share ot the full tide of emigra­
tion.
Mission to England.—We learn, says the National 
Gazette, that the mission to England has been ten­
dered to the Hon. John Sergeant, in a manner warm­
ly expressive of the sense entertained by the Admin­
istration of his eminent qualifications lor the trust. 
Whether he will accept the appointment,has not yet 
transpired.
COMMON SCHOOLS IN’ CINCINNATI.
Public instruction in the United States is 
divided into tbreejdnds, that of schools, that 
of academies and that of colleges. The ob­
ject of schools is generally simple elementary 
knowledge, such as reading, writing, arith­
metic, grammar and geography. The object 
of academies is the acquisition of more ad­
vanced knowledge, such as the commence­
ment of the classics, mathematics, &c. pre­
paratory for college. The object of the col­
lege is to give an accurate knowledge of the 
classics, instruction in natural, moral, and po­
litical science, belles-lettres, &c., in one 
word, such an education as is necessary to 
men of intelligence and refinement.
In addition to these general classes of edu­
cational seminaries there are two others of a 
more specific nature. The first of these is the 
university, which adds to the common kinds 
of education professional instruction ; and the 
other is the mechanics’ institutes and lyceums. 
The latter is of modern introduction, but is, 
on principle, the same with the famous schools 
of antiquity, where all kinds of persons at­
tended and all sorts of general instruction 
were given. In the United States within a 
few years, this species of instruction has be­
come quite popular, and is likely to become 
more so, as the general progress of intelli­
gence enables a larger number of persons to 
understand and enjoy the oral lectures of en­
lightened men. Cincinnati, although hut 
just half a century old, and planted in the 
midst of a country at the time of its founda­
tion entirely a wilderness, presents the singu­
lar spectacle of fifty thousand people enjoy­
ing every one of these enumerated means of 
public instruction, and that in no inferior de­
gree. The primary school, the academy, the 
college, the schools of the professions, and 
institute, all have a place, and arc held in 
high public favor. If they are not in the 
most perfect condition, they certainly are in 
a rapid state of improvement. The city will 
in all probability he hereafter a distinguished 
place of public instruction.
From the earliest settlement of the state, 
provision for education of some kind has been 
made in Cincinnati, as well as other parts of 
Ohio, hv the grant of the public lands, by ma­
ny individual donations, and much private 
effort. In the state generally, the United 
States government had granted one thirty- 
sixth part of the Public lands for the support 
of education. The common school system, 
as it is called, was not, however, adopted 
till a comparatively late period. Though not 
exactly in order of time, at Cincinnati, we shall 
describe the present condition of the common 
schools in the first place.
1. Common Schools. The primary or 
elementary English common school is that 
which is more essential to the wants and fu­
ture intelligence of the people than any other; 
because embracing only those simple ele­
ments of knowledge, which are ne­
cessary to the business of society, and with­
out which there can be no educated intelli­
gence. In them, whether public or private, 
must be laid the foundations of future attain­
ments. They are the only places ot instruc­
tion to the largest portion of the community, 
and hence have been called the ‘colleges of the 
people.’* About the year 1824 the legisla­
ture of this state passed a common school 
law,authorizing the assessment of half a mill 
-on the taxable value of property, for the pur­
pose of common schools.
The common school system of Cincinnati 
was founded about 18.30—’31, and has since 
been regularly gaining on the confidence and 
affections of the people. The schools now 
contain ordinarily about four thousand pupils 
and sixty teachers. The system here adop­
ted may be described under the following 
heads.
1. Buildings.—There arc ten school 
districts, in each of which it was intended 
there should he one building, making two for 
each of the five wards into which the city 
was then divided. The subdivisions have since 
been increased to seven wards, and only nine 
of the school houses have been erected. 
More,however, will he built whenever the wants 
of die city require it. The buildings are con­
structed in a simple, neat, and convenient 
maimer; they are divided into four plain 
rooms each, in which there are one or two 
teacliers, according to the number of pupils. 
The houses arc built of brick, the end fron­
ting the street, and surmounted with a hand­
some cupola. They are supplied with black­
boards, maps, and the common conveniences 
of a school-room. These buildings contain, 
under the present organization, according to 
location, from three to five hundred pupils 
each. They have cost the city, including all 
their appurtenances, nearly $100,000.
2. School Organization.'—The school 
system of Cincinnati is very simple in its 
organization, and yet very easy to manage 
and govern. It may be divided into three 
parts. 1. The board of appointment and 
fiscal management, called the board of trus­
tees. 2. The board of examination; 3. 
The corps of teachers. These are entirely 
separate bodies and perform separate duties, 
and, taken together, make up a harmonious 
and efficient body of school government for 
the thousands of youth committed to their 
charge. 1. The board of trustees are elected 
by the people at the annual municipal elec­
tions, two for each ward, and have charge 
exclusively of what may be termed the busi­
ness arrangements of the schools. Their du­
ties are to make the necessary appropriations 
of money; to furnish, repair-, and arrange the 
buildings; to appoint teachers and make rules 
for their government, with all such powers as 
are incidental to the immediate government of 
the schools. 2. The hoard of examiners are 
appointed by the city council, are seven in 
number, and their duties are to examine the 
teachers, in respect to their qualifications, and 
their pupils, whenever it seems to them prop­
er. Without their certificate no teacher can 
be appointed. To perform this duty with 
due regard to the various capacities of the 
teachers, the board of examiners have divi­
ded their certificates into three classes—the 
first is, that the applicant has superior quali­
fications as principal; the second, that he is
* Vide Transactions of the College of Teachers 
for 1835, page 168,
qualified to be a principal; and the third, 
that he is qualified to be art assistant. These 
three classes of certificates are a sufficient di­
vision for the different merits of those who 
are examined, and are found in practice great­
ly to stimulate the ambition of the teachers. 
The hoard of examiners have heretofore ex­
ercised great discrimination, in the perfor­
mance of this part of their duties, and none 
have received their first class certificate who 
have not in fact been very superior teachers.
3. The corps of teachers.—This body is 
about, sixty in number, and perform their du­
ties of instruction and government, under and 
in conformity to rules prescribed by the 
trustees. The.number of teachers are about 
in proportion to the number of pupils, in 
actual attendance, as one to fifty. This is 
doubtless too large a number ol" scholars; hut 
in this stage of the school system it has been 
found impossible to afford a larger proportion 
of instructors. The pay of teachers is yet 
too small, but will in time be, doubtless, in­
creased. The male instructors are paid, ac­
cording to rank, from $300 to $540; females 
from $180 to $300 per annum. The teach­
ers have ‘as a corps, been remarkably atten­
tive and faithful; and their services are con­
stantly in demand for other districts which 
are about to found good schools. In some 
measure the schools of Cincinnati are, there­
fore, a step to promotion.
3. Course of instruction.—The course 
of instruction in schools embracing four thous­
and pupils, must, of course, possess consid­
erable variety, although confined to the ele­
ments of an English education. The teacli­
ers are themselves required to pass examina­
tion in reading, writing, arithmetic, geogra­
phy, and grammar ; these of course constitute 
the basis of all the instruction given in the 
schools. Other studies, however, are pur­
sued by those more advanced ; and the com­
mon schools now afford an opportunity of ac­
quiring quite an extended course of English 
instruction, embracing history, political sci­
ence, algebra, geometry and natural philos­
ophy.
The bible, without commentary, is used in 
all the schools as a reading book.
The aggregate disbursement of the last 
tuition year, were $20,797 21, which sum 
sufficed for the employment of sixty-four 
teachers, besides defraying various contingent 
expenses. Five thousand one hundred and 
twenty-one pupils were enrolled during that 
period, a small proportion of whom have 
been—from time to time since—withdrawn. 
The age of the pupils ranges from six to six­
teen, but not more than one tenth, perhaps, 
are over the age of twelve.
A division in this department is formed by 
the private schools of this city, some of which 
arc made up of children who arc too young 
to obtain admittance in die puolic schools, 
which exclude as pupils, all children under 
six years of age, or of those in whose case 
the parents prefer having them taught nearer 
home, or in smaller numbers, or in more se­
lect classes. Other private schools are of a 
high order of excellence and long standing, 
which enables them successfully to mantain a 
competition with our public schools, even un­
der the admitted success and greater cheapness 
of the last. Many of the church societies of 
the place, also, especially the Roman cath­
olic, the New Jerusalem temple society, and 
that of the Friends, as a settled principle, 
educate the children of their communion in 
their own schools.
The whole number of private schools in 
the city arc forty-four, of which four arc for 
the benefit of colored people.
Trials of the St. Louis Murderers.—This day has 
seen the last ot tire trials of (he gang of felons, who 
were concerned in the black hearted murders on the 
night of the 17th ult. The chief proofs against 
them all were their own confessions; ami, except in 
trifling particulars, these confessions agree. Madis­
on and Brown confessed to Ennis; Seaward confes 
sed to Constable Gordon, and Warrick to Mr. Mc­
Dowell, police officer. Brown stated some circum­
stances about a watch and cloak and key, not embra­
ced in Madison’s statements. Seaward confessed to 
having been implicated in the plot, hut declared that 
he had no immediate hand in the murders. It ap­
pears from all the evidence, that Madison and Brown 
were the head villians of the gang, and Seaward and 
Warrick their two ready accomplices. We believe 
all of them—not excepting the slave Madison—can 
read and write. Seaward has a soft, round and full 
eye—a bright face of mild expression and indicating 
very considerable intelligence. Brown looks (he more 
determined of the gang. Madison has a lace from 
which you would infer simplicity and easy good na­
ture. Warrick’s face is inferior to the others and 
hqs a mean expression. Thejudge has not yet pass­
ed sentence on any of them. By the statute, 1he 
time for their execution will be fixed by the court, 
and must not lie less than four nor more than eight 
weeks from the day that sentence is passed.—Ga­
zette.
Another Homicide.—Yesterday a dispute between 
Major Elias T. Langham and Mr. James Adams, 
growing out of claim to Duncan’s Islands, occurred 
between the above named parties on the Island, when 
the Major drew a pistol and shot Adams through the 
head. Tire Major then came to the city and surren­
dered lfiaiselt to Squire Kretchmar. It being late in 
the evening, too late to go into the examination, the 
Major was committed.—87. Louis Repub.
Genera College.—The Albany Advertiser says, 
that the'IIon. Gideon Lee has subscribed one thou­
sand dollars, and the Hon. John Grieg five hundred 
dollars, for the endowment of Hobart Professorship 
in this institution, and the State has given fifteen 
thousand dollars to the medical department. We 
understand that the Protestant, Episcopal Society of 
New York, has offered this institution fifteen thou­
sand dollars, if it will raise as much more, for the 
endowment of the above Professorship.
Sicknessiii the Army.— St. Augustine, May 28.— 
From Tampa, under the 15th inst. we learn that one 
half of the 1st Regiment U. S. Infantry, are sick of 
congestive fever, and that it frequently proves fatal 
in forty-six hours from the attack. A few nights 
previous, one of the Indians who had come in for 
emigration, attempted to escape, arid was fired upon 
by the sentinel, wounding him in the arm. The 
wound was dressed, and the fellow still holding to 
his purpose, effectually made a good retreat before 
morning.
Hydrophobia.—.\r> afflicting case of this terrible 
disorder has terminated fatally at Harlem. The sub 
jcct was a little girl named Mary Myers, daughter 
of Lawrence Myers. She was bitten in March by a 
dog which soon went mad and was killed. No evil 
consequences were anticipated from the bite of the 
dog, however. The first symptoms.of disease were 
noticed by the mother only a few days since, appear­
ing like mental aberration. The mother proposed 
walking with her to a physician, but the child was 
strangely affected by the air and the light. During 
the walk she ran into a neighbor’s house to hide her­
self. She then hid for fear in her mother’s bosom— 
begging to be allowed to return home and go to bed. 
Subsequently, light, air, and water produced spasms, 
and she expectorated phlegm and froth. After a 
few days of spasmodic and shuddering affections, she 
died in frightful convulsions.— Commercial Ady.
Another Wreck.—The bark Elizabeth, of Newcas­
tle, John Davison, master, from Falmouth, bound to 
Muimaehi, went ashore near Cape Breton Point, on 
the afternoon of the 12tb May, during a heavy gale, 
and became a total wreck. The captain, first and 
second mate, steward, carpenter and two seamen, 
were all unfortunately drowned in attempting to 
reach the shore; Mrs. Davison, Mrs. Dirkwood, and 
the remainder of the crew saved themselves with 
much diffreultv. Mrs. Davison was the captain’s 
wife.
Works of God.—Creation; providence; redemp- 
Cured by Lightning.—Mr. Isaac Sherman, of Som- j lion, 
erset county, Md., a gentleman who had lor many i Institutions of God.—The church: the sanctuary; 
years been a paralytic, was recently suddenly restor-' the scriptures; the Lord’s day: the ministry; bap- 
ed to health. He had become so low that liis life ! tjsm; confirmation; Lord’s supper.
Bnctrincs, Privileges, and Duties of the Christian. 
—Commandments: fall of man; repentance; faith; 
love: prayer; praise; hope; joy.
Christ.—Our prophet; our hij 
our example.
Dispensation oj God.—Affliction; death; judgment; 
eternity; heaven; hell.
Easts and ElsIicu's of the Church.—Christmas; 
Good Friday; Easter Day; Ascension Day, Whitsun­
day; Godhead, or Trinity Sunday.
Ocrasional Subjects.—End of the year; new year; 
death of a teacher, death of a scholar; Sunday 
schools; missions; dulj” to rulels; duty to parehts> 
collects.
TXTLANATION OF CONTENTS.
It has been the-author’s airil to give a consecutive 
view of the doctrines, duties, privileges, and institu­
tions of Christianity, and of tiiose of our church in 
particular. To such a scheme, the improvement of 
each Sabbath in the year was favorable. His aim 
lias been to state what he conceives to be the obvi­
ous sense of Scr’pture.Yvhile lie lias endeavored, Iti 
consideration of Iheir design and use, to give them 
all tire interest he could by making them simple but 
not pderlle; illustrative, but not low.
The limit assigned in each exhortation, as will be 
perceived, admitted of little more than a simple ex­
position, illustration and improvement bf thb sub­
ject—a plan, disadvantageous in some respects, yet 
favorable, as he conceives, to the incipient develope- 
meuts of the mind, by Hearing the view of all ex­
traneous matter, that especially which is purely 
speculative. The canticles take a peculiar form 
from the wish to commit the heart of the child bt
was despaired of. Duiing a recent thunder storm 
he fell asleep, and to his inter amazement, found, 
when he awoke, that he had the entire*use of his 
limbs. He arose from his bed, dressed himself, and 
walked about the house. Mr. S. remembers to have 
experienced a peculiar sensation in,his whole sys­
tem during his sleep, and from all the circurnatances, 
no other conclusion can be arrived at, but that the 
agent of this wonderful cure was electricity.
fUnvutrb,
On Monday, the 21st instant, by the Her. J. T. 
Brooke, Rev. B. F. Aydelott, D. D., to Miss Eliza­
beth, daughter of Mr. Richard Fosdick, deceased.
NOTICE.
Episcopal Wot’Niiip.—Frc? Sittings.
There will he Episcopal Worship at the Church 
at the corner of Ninth and Elm streets, on next Sun­
day afternoon, (27th inst.) at 4J o'clock. The ReV. 
Dr. Colton will preach. June 26.
To Puiri-nts.
rj^HE second half session of the subscriber's 
School, commenced on Monday, 26th ult.
Instruction will be given in Greek, Latin, French, 
Mathfematics, and the usual branches of an English 
Education.
The number of pupils will be limited, and those
intended lor any ru the Eastern Colleges, w'11 hay. p). sgjong f)efore (j0(j which, under the divine 
opportunity ot jiersumg a course ot study, strictly s .jt; n)iffIlt serve (o inipress niore vivid]„ and Sp.
preparatory for those institution
For particulars, apply to the subsciber at his
school room, Sixth street, (south side) between Vine 
and YValnut.
E. SMITH BROOKS. 
REFERENCES.
Judge Este, S. W. Pomeroy, Esq.
Rev. H. YA D. Johns, N. Longworth, Esq.
Revi C. Colton, E. D. Mansfield, Esq.
II. Starr, Esq.
May 1st, 1841.
TVatimt JSilts Cemetery.
LOTS in this Cemetery, laid out on the grounds belonging to Lane Seminary, are ottered forsale.
The ground is near enough to the city for conve­
nience, and yet dislant enough to be free from inter­
ruption, and to secure that retirement so desirable 
to the repose of departed friends.
Those wishing to purchase lots are requested to 
inquire of Mr. Stephen Burrows, corner of Fourth 
and Vine Streets, Cincinnati; or of Mr. 1' ord, at the 
Seminary, who will also give direction to the Sexton 
of any interments to be made.- June 15 25 6m
3.. E. BREWSTEK,
STOCK AND EXCHANGE
iXi a
CINCINNATI.
IVIES Ac. SHAW,
MERCERS ANT) TAILORS, 
jVo. 11, West Third Street.
N assortment of fashionable Cloths, Cassi- 
meres and Vestings constantly on hand'.
May 15.....6m
Office and Residence of Dr. Lawrence,
at dr.waldo’s, third street,
, Near the Post Office.
May 22. no 21
Furnaces.
ryiHREE sizes of cast-11011 Furnaces, convenient 
JL tot' family use at this season of the year.
For sale by D. K. CADY.
mri’icK.
DOCTOR DRAKE wishes to inform those who may desire to communicate with him profes­sionally or otherwise, that he will not return to 
Louisville till the commencement of the ^Medical 
Lectures, the first of November, till when he may 
be found at the house of his son-in-law, Alexander 11. 
McGuffey, Third st, oposite the Bazaar.
May 8.-
Pk ,TRS. YVOOD will give instructions in land- 
v | scape, figure, and miniature drawing, and 
will also take likenesses, at her residence on Sixth 
street, between Vine and Walnut streets. A few of 
her paintings may he seen at the Exhibition of the
Academy of Fine Arts, near the Post Office. 
Cincinnati, April 24, 1840.
A cAufi.
YVfth a view to ititroduce to the inhabitants ot 
Cincinnati the lady whose name is attached to the 
above, 1 beg leave to say, tliat Mrs. Wood is a daugh­
ter ofWm. Daniell, Royal Academician of London, 
favorably known to artists as one of the most, accom­
plished painters of England. Parents desirous of 
having tiieir daughters instructed in the beautiful art 
of landscape and’figure drawing may here have an 
opportunity seldom to' he met with. Having seen 
Mrs. Wood’s drawings, and received .instructions 
Jrom her in a member of my own family, I can bear 
testimony to her taithl’ul as well as eminently skil- 
fttl exertions for her pupilk.
JIenky V. D. Johns.
Cincinnati, April 8, 1841.
Reference tnay alsobe made to the
Rr. Rev. C. P. McIi.vaine, D. D.
Rev. C. Colton, 1). D.
Rev. J. T. Brooke.
A SITUATION WANTED.
A SITUATION is wanted by a middle aged mfin,
fwell acquainted with'the drygoods or grocery 
business, either iu town or country ; and as employ­
ment is his main object, a small salary only would 
be looked for. Undoubted references can be given. 
Address A. B., at the otfice of this paper:—postage 
paid; May 29 no22
Books at I’wilndclphia Prices.
UST teceived, at the new Bo’okstore On Fourth 
<?Street, a few doors west of Main, a variety of 
theological and miscellaneous books, among which i 
are the following, which will be tst/Jd at the publish­
ers prices in Philadelphia;
Blunt’s Lectures on lire Life bf Christ.—price $1 25
do. do. do. St. Paul, 1 00
do. do. do. St. Peter, 1 00
do. do. do. Elisha, 75
do. do'; Hist. ofthe7 Churches of Asia, 75
do. Sermons, 75
Ancient Christianity& doctrines ofOxfordTcls. 1 25
I
78
Church Dictionary, enlarged edition,
Table of the Lord,
Bickersteith’s Harmony of the Four Gospels, 
do’; Treatise on Prayef,
Jackson on Baptism,
Life and Opinions of Rev. Dr. Milne,
Henry’s Communicant’s Companion;
Christ to return,
Common Prayer, morocco, 
db. do. sheep;
Hook’s Family Prayers,
Y'ear Book, or Manual of Evefy Day Reference, 1 50 
Flora’s Lexicon, extra gilt, 4 colored plates, I 50 
American Common-Place Book of Poetry, 84
Worfien bf England, by Mrs. Ellis, 75
Thompson's Seasons; 62
May 15. T. R. RAYMOND.
Eclectic School Books.
F~STHE Eclectic Series of School Books, for sale 
JL at the new Bookstore, on West Fourth Street. 
Also, Bible Quadrupeds; Hieroglyphic Bible, The
YVestern Primer, and a great variety of other instruc­
tive and amusing toy hobks.
May 15. T. R. RAYMOND.
50 
62 
50 
50 
50 
60
30 and 25 
37
School nn<t Township Officer’s .Wnmiol.
A FEW copies of the above useful work just re- 
_ ceivc
May 22
ved and for sale by
T. R. RAYMOND.
FOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS. 
LITURGY; or Manual of Sunday School 
Devotion and Instruction. Adapted to Ca- 
i pacities of Children. By Rev. Henry Blackaller, 
Rector of Trinity Church, Bridgewater, Mass. 
CONTENTS.
Nature and Attributes of God.—The omnipresence 
of God; the omniscience of God; the omnipetefice 
of God; the justice of God; the holiness of God; 
the truth of God; the wisdom of God; the goodnesd 
of God; the mercy of God.
gh priest; our king;
V
cure more lastingly in.the mind, the truth on each 
Sabbath declared. He has riot restricted himself to 
the language of David, for wa of matter sufficieh tty 
pertinent to his design, but he conceives that the 
use oft.tlie ‘Te deum,’ and the ‘Beneriicite,’ in the 
church services, supports him in the latitude he has 
taken in their construction.
In making the canticle arid subsequent prayer 
mutually refer to the truth slated in the exhortation 
he designs that the association in the child’s tnind 
shall be, if pos.-ible, sufficiently striking to leave a. 
comparatively clear conception ot what it has been 
taught- ,
Ti t he prayers the,author has desired to make use 
of the language of the. Book of Common prayer, 
where he possibly could; wherein he has failedj he 
has aiuted at some humble imitation. Besides the 
appropriate use of the book, it is respectfully Sug­
gested to parents whether it might not be used as 
a Sabbath evening exercise with their children to 
some profit; especially on those Sabbaths whetl the 
children have been prevented by the weather, btrany 
other cause from attending school.
The above excellent work or Sunday Schools may 
be had at the Bookstore of ISAAC N. WHITING, 
Columbus, at .$2,75 per dozon or3Q cents each.
St. Mary’s Mall.
GREN RANK, BURLINGTON, NEW JERSEY. 
THE BISHOP OF NEW JERSEY, PATRON.
r|pIlE summer term of this institution will com- 
Jt_ rnence bn the first day of May iiftxt. The 
charges per term of' five months for boarding, lodg­
ing, fuel', use bf bed and bedding, and tbtvels, all
English blanches, Ancient Languages, ahd Psal­
mody, are $106.
Washing is charged at fifty cents per dozen. 
Music with use of piailo $15. French $7 56 
Drawing $8 per quarter.
At. the suggestion of several friends of the insti­
tution ahd in consequence of the pecuniary depres­
sion of the country the following propositions are 
made—1. A deduction often per Cent will he made 
on all bills of the seqond year, of fifteen per cent the 
third year, of twenty per cent ori tile subsequent 
yedrs.
2. To those who send pupils for three or more’ 
years leaving the time of theirattendance to the sev­
eral ornqmenfal branches to tire discretion bf thi 
Principal, the whole charge for the term, (including 
washing amounting as the several items do to about* 
$180,) will be $150.
3. When three or more daughters of one family 
are educated at the Hall, a deduction of twenty per 
cent will be made on all their bills.
4. When more than five and less than ten pu­
pils from the same neighborhood, a deduction of fif­
teen per cent on all charges will be made, ‘arid wheff 
the number is more than ten, a deduction ot twenty 
per cent.
One hundred dollars must he paid nt the be­
ginning of every term; and all money for the use 
of the pupils must be left with the Prinfcipal. Nobilff 
to be,contracted by or for the pupils* When the 
term bills are not paid within ten days after the close 
of any ffirm; a draft wilt he drawn and the expefiser 
charged; . , •
Address Rev, R. ,T. Germain, Chaplain, Principal 
teacher and Head of the family, St Mary's Hall;
Burlington, N. J.
To the friends of Christian Education in the Churcht
St. Mary’s Hall is just completing its fourth yekf. 
The undersigned, having originated the enterprise 
and taken a constant share in its prosecution, has 
thus far borne no public testimony to the working of 
the plan, which, in 1837, he announced, in his ‘Ap­
peal to l’i^cnts, for Female Education on Christian 
Principles.’ It was then his expectation that at 
jetist foiir years would he required for the dfcvelope- 
ment of the principles of .the institution, and matur­
ing anil settling its plans. He considers that this 
is now fully done: and he therefore feels that it is 
his duty t" declare, to all whom it may concern, his 
entire satisfaction with the principles, plan, and ad­
ministration bf Ft. Mary’s llall; and hik conviction 
that it deserves tire full confidence and the liberal 
patronage of the friends of Chfistiafi Education in 
the Church. Il is to such thtn the appeal has al­
ways been made, and is now; St. Mary’s Hall hav­
ing been founded and unforndly Conducted as a 
Church institution. No pupils indeed are rejected 
on account of their religious profession. All are 
welcome. And a large number of its inmates have- 
always been of such as did not profess and call them, 
selves Churchmen. But its training and its tendes-i 
cies have always been and will always be in accoadr 
ance with Hie doctrine, discipline, and worship of 
the Protestant Episcopal Church: arid itis matte;, of 
devout thankfulness to Almighty God, that from 
within its walls many have gone out, to carry with 
them tlie principles which were here imbibed oroon- 
firmed: and, ‘adorning in all things the doctrines of 
God our Saviour,’ to prrnote, we trust, in ths sta­
tions in which Providence shall place them the 
same sacred infinence in others.
In conclusion, the undersigned, with the vary best 
possible Opportunities of knowledge, earnestly, and 
without any qualification, recommends St.. Mary’s 
Hall to all who desire a place for the education, of 
their daughters:
1. As a healthy and delightful residence, and a, 
safe asylum.
2.. As a domestib institution, another- home, in 
which pupils and teachers live ’together as one 
family.
3. As a Seminary bf sound and thorough instruc­
tion in ail the usual branches of useful and elegant 
learning.
4. As a Christian institution, under pastoral and 
Episcopal supervision, in which there are daily wor­
ship, and instruction in sacred things; and in which 
the knowledge of salvation, through faith which is 
in Christ Jesus, is held and taught to be the most 
desirable knowledge, and grow th in grace, through 
sanctification of the Spirit, the great end of human 
life.
G. W. DOANE, 
Bishop oj New .Jersey.
Riverside, Feb. 8, 1841.—5w.
Ten.
JMPERIAE, Gunpowder and Young Hyson Teas,, of superior quality, tot .tale byMui D. K. CADY.
9*cnn Oil.
J UST received a superior article of Bleached Winter Strained Oil, expressly for Family use.For sale by
D. K. CADY.
Corner of YVaJnu and Fifth. Streets.
Vb
®l)c jPomcstic Circle.
CONDUCTED BY THE AUTHOR OF THE “YOUNG LADY’S COMPAN­
ION," “BOTANY OF THE SCRIPTURES.” “LIFE OF 
WYCLIFFE," ETC. ETC-
- - TV ' . ■■ ... -------- 5
LESSONS FROM NATURE, FOR THE 
YOUNG.
Perhaps some ol our young readers may smile, 
and others may feel a little wearied, at being so 
often called to observations on nature. They 
may exclaim, why not give us mors stories to 
amuse us, instead of being told of flowers and 
insects and animals so often?’
We do so for several reasons; we believe 
that we are consulting your truest happiness, 
when we desire to lead you to contemplate the 
beautiful works of nature, by which we are sur­
rounded on every side. They are all my young 
friends designed to show forth the love of the 
great God, and his infinite benevolence to the 
meanest of his creatures. Suppose one of you 
were to be deprived of your kind parents, and in 
losing them, to have lost home and earthly means 
of support, and to be sitting solitary and weep 
ing, under some wide spreading tree, distressed 
by the thoughts of future hours of loneliness and 
want.
Under these circumstances, your eye might 
rest on a nest of unfledged sparrows, whose open 
mouth and twittering cry, would seem to show 
that they too were suffering the pangs of hun­
ger.
The mother bird has been absent in search of 
food and her young nestlings were impatient and 
restless waiting for her return. Arrested by the 
sound of distress, you might instinctively turn 
in sympathy to them; suppose just then the 
long absent parent should return; God has 
shown her where to look, he having heard the 
cry of her suffering little ones, whom he had 
promised to feed; and now they are satisfied abun­
dantly and under the warm and sheltering wings 
of maternal love let us imagine their sorrow to 
be forgotten and they to have sunk to sleep. 
Having observed God’s faithfulness to the tiny 
denizens of the air might not you be encouraged 
and cheered.
•Flowers,’ said a great and good man, ‘are the lit­
tle footsteps of God on the earth.’ He loved 
to mark them as his Father’s works’ showing 
forth his love. One or two hundred varieties 
might have seemed abundantly sufficient for such 
ungrateful and rebellious creatures, who were 
only living to return his goodness with evil 
deeds; hut mark my young friends the many 
thousands and tens of thousands that he has 
created of different form and hue to delight and 
beautify the earth. Each knows its own proper 
season; each little seed that you have committed 
to the ground this spring, you sowed believing 
from experience, that there would from the de­
cayed particles of its minute form, spring up a 
beautiful Living plant to enliven your parlor.
You wanted a knot of fragrant pinks to refresh 
you with their odor and you sowed the seed 
which only could produce them. Here you de­
sired a rich dahlia to tower in luxuriant beauty, and 
you commit an unsightly tuber to the ground, 
wholly unlike the object you expected to rise 
from it,—you believed what would be the result, 
either from your experience or that of others, and 
acting under this belief you have not been disap­
pointed. Learn a lesson of practical wisdom 
from your flower labors in the garden, which may 
comfort you under future sorrows.
You may soon be called on to resign a belov­
ed friend to the dark and silent grave; little chil 
dren love not to behold the form on which Death 
has laid his icy fingers, even if it be that of a 
dear mother, or father, or sister, the sight and 
touch of it stirs up a solemn, awful feeling. Yet 
when that once precious body is to be consigned 
to its last, deep and narrow resting place, .the 
youthful mourner will not unfrequently send forth 
a ci) of bitter anguish which pierces the heart of 
the bystander.
Recollect, my young friend, you planted your 
seed in hope and confident expectation, that 
beautiful flowers would spring forth at the ap­
pointed time, from the damp, cold earth, to which 
you had entrusted them. You placed in another 
spot, the homely, and apparently lifeless, tuber 
of a dahlia, or the bulb of a hyacinth. Have 
your anticipations been disappointed? ‘No! 
you exclaim, ‘ each has sprung forth to gratify my 
expectations ! ’
Doubt not then, hut confidently believe, that 
your beloved friends who have ‘died in the 
Lord,’ and whom with anguish of heart you saw- 
laid in the grave,— ' dust to dust —ashes to 
ashes’— will likewise come forth again at the call 
of their dear Redeemer, with bodies far more 
lovely, than those they possessed on earth —and 
which < decay’s effacing fingers’ can no more dis­
figure. At the voice of God, given silently, but 
certainly, you lately beheld the whole face of 
nature arising and shaking off thg sleep of win­
ter. At the summons of the same divine and 
compassionate Being, the earth and the sea will 
one day yield up the imprisoned bodies of God’s 
dear children, who, bursting from the riven earth, 
shall rise with joy to meet their Lord in the air, 
and ascending with him into the mansions of his 
Father’s house, they shall there live with him for­
ever. Having been washed from their sins in 
his precious blood, and been clothed by him in 
the white and spotless robes of his righteousness, 
they shall no more feel pain, or sorrow of any 
kind, but shall circle God’s throne with thanks­
giving eternally.
Perhaps you think, my young friends, that this 
is too solemn a subject to talk of to those of 
your age, but you are not secure from death, be­
cause youT years have been few, and your health 
hitherto robust. There are little creatures in the 
full enjoyment of health, that love to think of 
the resurrection, and can find comfort in being 
talked to about it.
‘ I am not quite ready to put on my new body,’ 
said a dear child just turned three years old; ‘this 
body that I have now, is pretty enough for me 
just now.’
‘ But do you not want, my dear.’ he was asked, 
‘to be raised again one day, and go to live with 
vour dear Saviour; — to go and live with your 
dear parents, and aunts, and uncles, and grand­
parents, and sweet little brother ? ’
< Oh yes! indeed I do,’ he answered, his sweet 
countenance glowing with joy. « 1 hope we’ll 
all fly up together. I should cry so very much, 
if I was to be left behind, when you were all 
going up to Jesus. Maybe my dear little brother
C----- will come running to meet me, with his
golden harp. Will he know- me ? ’— he inquired 
anxiously, the thought suddenly occurring to his 
mind, and causing evident distress. When as­
sured that God could easily make them known 
to each other, he was comforted, and soon sank 
into that sweet and quiet sleep which God de­
lights to grant to the beloved lambs of his flock.
Another day we may find more lessons to be 
drawn from nature; but for the present, we must 
bid our young friends—Adieu.
SHALL I SEE THEM NO MORE?
BY ROBERT JOSSF.LYN.
Shall I Fee them no more? • Must I die far away 
From all I so loved in life’s earlier day?
The parents who taught inethe lessons of truth, 
The brothers who shared all the joys of my youth, 
The one gentle sister whose smile could destroy 
All the fanciful griefs of the passionate boy,
She schoolmates, my playmates, when study was
o’er,
Shall I see them no more, shall I see them no more?
Shall I see them no more? the Green Mountains 
that rose
Through the warm summer sky to the region of 
snows;
The valley where often I pensively strayed,
The brook where I fished, and the woods where I
played,
The cottage that stood by the side of the hill,
And the cool spring hard by with its murmuring fill; 
The apple and cherry trees, close by the door,— 
Shrill I see them no more, shall I see them no more?
O bright are the skies that hang over me now,
And soft is the breeze to my feverish brow;
I fly to the lovely and mirth moving throng,
I join in the laughter, the dance, and the song;
But gazing on visions of beauty and glace,
The shadow of sadness steals over my face;
1 sigh for the lost ones Time cannot restore—
Shall I see them no more, shall I see them no more?
0 God! let me die where I drew my first breath, 
With my friends and my kindred around me is death; 
Let not the rude hand of the stranger be laid 
On the cold, silent image of clay thou hast made. 
When my spirit is gone, let my body repose 
In its old mountain home where the evergreen
grows;
There they who still love me, my loss will deplore— 
Shall I see them no more, shall I see them no more?
COURT OF RECONCILEMENT.
The most peculiar court of justice in Norway 
is that named < Foriigelses-Commission; ’ that is, 
Court of Reconcilement, or Arbitration. There 
is such a court in every parish; it consists of three 
persons, chosen by the pasishioners, of w'hom 
the priest is almost invariably the chief, with the 
churchwardens or the lensman as his assessors. 
Every intended litigation must, in the first in­
stance, be submitted to this commission before 
it can be brought into a higher court. The par­
ties are there personally heard, no professional 
person being allowed to appear; their evidence 
is canvassed, and a statement eventually drawn 
up, in which both parties agree, and sign. The 
assessors then endeavor to reconcile the parties, 
usually by proposing some middle course. If 
both submit to the arbitration, the decision is 
final; if one demurs, he can carry the case to 
the higher tribunal, but at the risk of having the 
expenses to pay, should it be decided against 
him; and in no case can any fresh facts be 
brought forward, other than what are contained 
in the protocol of the Forligelses-Commission.
Whether any modification of this institution 
could be beneficially adopted in a country like 
ours, I am not prepared to say; but I think there 
can be no doubt, that in a country like Norway, 
it is productive of much more good than evil, as 
tending to cut short a great deal of litigation, 
Strict legal justice is very probably not so much 
aimed at by a tribunal so constituted, as equity 
and concord.— Two Summers in Norway.
A SKETCH OF CHARACTER.
Ann Homer Ladd was the eldest daughter of 
Mr. W. G, Ladd of Boston. She was born at 
Fredericksburg, Va., and came to live in Boston 
when she was about two years old. At the age 
of nine, she sickened with the scarlet fever and 
died. In some respects Ann was an uncommon 
child. She had good common sense, which evin­
ced itself in all she said and did. In her man­
ners she was simple, frank, and affectionate,— 
Her disposition was benevolent and grateful.— 
Her feelings were quick and delicate; she seldom 
spoke without a blush, and the tear often started 
in her eye when those about her could hardly im­
agine from what cause. She was full of vivaci­
ty; her right joyous laugh was often heard when 
she was at play with other children; and yet her 
usual deportment was serious and thoughtful.—■ 
She was religiously educated. And to read the 
Bible, commit hymns to memory, and to get her 
Sabbath-school lesson, seemed in her, not a task, 
but a pleasure. With regard to two little broth­
ers, younger than herself, she evinced the feelings 
of a mother; she would weep when they did 
wrong—look after them when at play—and try to 
soothe and comfort them when they were sick or 
in trouble. She loved her parents, and to her 
their will was a law that she delighted to obey. 
But with all this, Ann partook of human deprav­
ity. Until she was hopefully converted to the 
truth, by the grace of God and the influences of
the Holy Spirit, she never dared to say that she 
loved God. But when asked the question she 
would look dejected, and say, <1 fear not.’ About 
a year before her death, though there was little 
alteration in her outward conduct, it was suppo­
sed by her parents that she experienced a change 
of heart, and gave good evidence of a true faith 
in the Lord Jesus Christ. In the winter previous 
to her death, she learned to sing, and took lessons 
in sacred music on the piano. In the spring it 
was remarked that she delighted to get away 
alone, and play and sing what was called her fa­
vorite hymn—
‘Why should we start and fear to die ?
What tim'rous worms we mortals are!
Death is the gate to endless joy,
And yet we fear to enter there.’
During her last sickness she was patient and 
submissive. She said that she ‘loved her Saviour 
now, better than ever.’ She also said, ‘shehad 
tried to be good, but was afraid that she had trus­
ted in her own righteousness, and had given only 
half her heart to God.’ She requested the prayers 
of the church that her doubts might be removed. 
At one time, with most affectionate solicitude in 
her looks, she said to her mother, ‘ Do you think 
that parents and children will be permitted to sit 
together in heaven ?’
She never expressed any fears of death, but 
conversed freely with her parents on the subject, 
and disposed of several little articles among her 
young friends. The night before she died, when 
she was giving away some of her books, her mo­
ther asked her to whom she would give her Bible? 
she answered, ‘To my dear, darling brother Will­
iam;—hut I am afraid that he will not read it as 
much as he should.
Soon after this, Ann became apparently insen­
sible to all earthly things, and in a few hours she 
ceased to breathe.—Christian Watchman.
TEACHING BY EXAMPLE.
Let no parent indulge the idea that he is too 
ignorant, or too feeble in speech, profitably to 
teach his children. He is their teacher—he 
must be their teacher—ignorant or learned, 
stammering or eloquent. His example is the 
‘living epistle’ constantly seen and read, and 
remembered to eternity. He teaches with his 
voice—it may be forgotten. He walks before his 
household, as a Christian, or the contrary — it is 
never forgotten. Let him see, then, that this 
page of example, be an illumined page; that it 
speak strongly of the vanity of the world, the 
nearness of eternity, the preciousness of Christ, 
the beauty of holiness, the practical influence of 
‘ faith that worketh by love,’ the pleasure of reli­
gion, the necessity of daily watchfulness and 
prayer. So will he teach more effectually, preach 
more eloquently, than if, without such an exam­
ple, he could speak with 1 the tongues of angels.’ 
The influence of the piety of the Rev. Thomas 
Scott (the Commentator) was such, at home, that 
< not a servant could spend any time in his fam­
ily, and attend to the instructions delivered, with­
out becoming better informed in Christian doc­
trine, and better instructed in the detail of the 
duties and proprieties of life, than religious per­
sons in a much superior station are usually found 
to be.’ But a great deal of the success of this 
excellent divine in securing the piety of his 
family, is set down to a cause, under God, which 
the most unlearned may employ. ‘In very few 
instances (says his biographer) has a servant, or a 
young person, or indeed any person, passed any 
length of time under his roof, without appearing 
to be brought permanently under the influence of 
religious principle. And yet it was not so much 
by preaching directly to them, as by living before 
them.’—Bishop Mcllvaine.
Protestant Episcopal Depository,
AND MISCELLANEOUS BOOKSTORE.
F H MIE subscriber lias opened a Book and Station- 
g ery Store, in Rogers’ Row, West Fourth St.,
(one door west of Dr. Rogers’ office,) Cincinnati, 
where he intends keeping for sale all the standard 
and other works connected with the Protestant Epis­
copal Church, including Sunday School Books, 
Tracts, <fcc., together with a general assortment 
of works in theology, history, biography, the arts 
and sciences, Ac. &c.; also, School Books and Sta­
tionery—all of which will be sold at the lowest cash 
prices. T. R. RAYMOND.
May 15, 1841.
I. OT. BISSELL,
EXCHANGE BROKER, 
West Third Street,
Feb. 1841. Gtfiicfnnatf, (Ditto.
Miscellaneous Books.
UST received, at the new cheap Bookstore, Ro- 
get’s Row, West Fourth Street, a variety of 
miscellaneous books, among which are the following:
Southgate’s Tour, Court of Rome, Young Ladies’ 
Companion, Common-Place Book of Poetry, Muse­
um of Religious Knowledge, Bacchus, Sequel to 
Three Experiments, German Selections, Floral Bi­
ography, Flora’s Lexicon, Flower Garden, Scrip­
ture Library, Opie’s Cure for Scandal, Women of 
England, Year Book, Thomson's Seasons, Wain­
wright on Education, Jay on Marriage, Arc &c. 
May 15. ‘ T. R. RAYMOND.
EP A
MOKKIYB & TRE.XEB,
Sign, House & Ornamental Painters,.and Glaziers/
F8 SHE attention of merchants and others is res-
L peclfully invited to their beautiful style of 
Signs, which they are prepared to furnish at short 
notice and on belter terms than can be had at any 
other shop in the city.
Particular attention paid to repainting gentlemen’s 
residences with neatness and dispatch.
for sale, Mixed Paints, Glass, Putty, Varnish, 
Turpentine. Oil, Ac.
Shop on IV est Fourth Street, betweem Main and 
Walnut,three doors east of St. Paul’s Church.
Cincinnati, Feb. 10, 1841. 7.3m
j imes bishop,
Draper nub (Tailor,
'Third st. one door west of the Ifenric House, Cincinnati,
I~TAS just received from New York a splendid ae- | sortment of West of England Cloths, Cassi- meres and Vestings of the latest and most fashiona­
ble style. —also—
New Yorkand Paris Spring and Summer Fashions, 
together with a gieat variety of other goods, consist­
ing of Stocks, Suspenders, Handkerchiefs, Hosiery, 
etc. All garments made in his establishment are 
warranted to fit, and made in the neatest and most 
fashionable style, or no sale.
May 8. 2m.
PROSPECTUS OF THE
M-ESTEBN EPISCOPAL, OBSERVER,
VOLUME XI.
Arrangements having been made to publish the 
GambIer Observer and Western Church Journal 
simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the 
close of the present volume in December next, the 
paper will thenceforth be continued under tiie name 
of the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed 
at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
The change of location to point so central to 
the West, and so convenient for the early reception 
and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed, 
greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the 
paper. With a view the more effectually to secure 
these objects, the Proprietor has invited and obtained 
the editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec­
tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The 
paper will therefore, from the commencement of the 
next (the XI) volume be issued under the joint edi­
torship of the subscribers, and printed and published 
as above.
The Observer will continue to maintain and put 
forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines of 
the Gospel which it has always held and defended 
as essential to piety of heart and life; and as an 
Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy 
of the peculiarities ot our communion.
Il is the design of the editors to establish such cor 
respondence with the Atlantic cities as will secure 
the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar 
arrangement at the West, to make their journal a 
vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to the 
establishment and progress of the Church through 
out the Western Dioceses and Missions.
Chauncey Colton, 
Wm. Jackson,
John T. Brooke, 
Henry V. 1). Johns
In addition to the above arrangement for the responsible editorship of the OB 
SERVER, a department of it has been assigned to the pen of the author of the 
“Young Ladies’Companion,” the “Life of Wycliffe,” etc. etc. The columns un­
der her charge will be mainly devoted to original matter, or selections from other 
sources, chiefly designed to guide and i nstruct youthful minds,-— while reference 
will he bad to interesting and recreating them by the recital of facts drawn from 
some of the various branches of Natural History and from Natural Philosophy. 
It is designed to embellish this department of the paper with occasional pictorial 
illustrations of such subjects as may be supposed particularly interesting. A por­
tion of the space under the charge of Miss COXE, will be occupied with matter 
more particularly interesting to the female portion of our readers.
Gambier, Ohio, Oct. 29, 1840.
I have seen with great satisfaction the particulars 
of the new arrangement with respect to the pub­
lication editorship, &c., of the Gambier Observer, 
hereafter to be called the “Western Episcopal Ob­
server.” It is reasonable to anticipate a great acces­
sion to the value, circulation and usefulness of the 
paper, from so great an accession of strengthto its 
editorial labors. Its publication at Cincinnati and 
Louisville will bring it into very easy connection with 
all ourwestern and south-western dioceses, while its 
pages will afford a ready opportunity for the publi 
cation of whatever internal matters they may' sev­
erally desire to show to the public. With an earn­
est hope that the paper will be as well sustained by 
a strong subscription, as it certainly will by a vigor­
ous editorship, I feel the greatest cheerfulness in 
recommending it to the patronage of the communi­
ty-
Chas. P. McIlvaine, 
Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio.
St. Louis, Nov. IDlh, 1840.
I cordially concur in the above.
Jackson Kemper,
Missionary Bishop for Missouri, Wisconsin and Iowa, 
and Provisional Bishop of Indiana.
Detroit, Feb. 3, 1841.
I cordially concur in the above.
Saml. A. McCoskhy,
Bishop of the Diocese of Michigan. 
Lexington, Ky. Dec. 10th, 1840.
The plan of transferring the Gambier Observer to 
a more central point for the whole west, with the 
hope of rendering it, in time, what its new name 
imports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,’ meets 
with my cordial approbation; and I shall be ready, 
at all times, to lend a helping hand, in every way in 
my power, to its able editors and conductors.
B. B. Smith,
Bishop of the Diocese of Kentucky.
New Orleans, March 20tli, 1841.
In your paper I recognize an efficient auxiliary 
in the dissemination of the truths of the gospel, 
and shall be happy to see its circulation extended in 
the dioceses with which 1 am connected. I shall 
be happy to hear that you have an extended circu­
lation throughout the western church. Jt will give 
me pleasure to communicate to you from time to 
time, such ecclesiastical intelligence as may trans­
pire within my sphere of labor.
Leonidas Polk,
Missionary Bishop of Arkansas, and Provisional Bish­
op of Louisiana and Alabama.
TERMS.
The Western Episcopal Observer will be is­
sued weekly on a double medium folio sheet, on pa­
per fine of quality and with new and handsome type, 
and furnished to subscribers on the following terms: 
$2,50 in advance or $3,00 at the end of six months.
Splendid J.oiidon Books.
rjMIIE Pictoral edition of the Book of Common
1 Prayer, illustrated with many handsome en­
gravings, to which are added original notes by Rev. 
Henry Stoking, M. A.
The Life of Christ,illustrated with choice prayers 
from one hundred and thirty eight eminent British 
and Foreign Divines, and embelished with seventy 
nine engravings after celebrated authors.
Gray’s Elegy illustrated.
The Pictorial Illustrations of the Bible.
Pilgrim’s Progress, with splendid illustrations.
The London Annuals for 1841, viz. l’he Protes 
tant Annual—Book of Beauly—Forget Me Not— 
The Drawing Room Scrap Book—Finden’s Tableaux 
—The Book of the Boudoir, Books of Poetry, &c.
London Bibles, all sizes.
Just leceived,and for salebv
R. S. 11. GEORGE. 
No. 26 South Fifth street above Chestnut.
Philadelphia.
Ancient Christianity,and the doctrines of the Oxford Tracts ; by Isaac Taylor, 1 vol. price $1,50.
Just received, and for sale at the bookstore of 
ISAAC N. WHITING. 
Columbus, Jan. 15, 1841.
Hoarding and Day School for Young Bailies.
CONDUCTED BY MRS. GOOCll,
Walnut-Street, (near Fourth,) Cincinnati. 
r8^HE course of instruction pursued in this esta- 
JL blishment includes all the most important and 
useful branches of female education, comprising the 
following studies: The English and French lan­
guages, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, Composi­
tion, Ancient and Modern History, Rhetoric,Philos­
ophy, Astronomy (with the use of Globes), Belles-
Lettres, &c.
Harp, Piano-forte and Drawing, with Landscape 
and Flower Painting.
Great attention is paid to the deportment, as well 
as to the moral and intellectual improvement of the 
Pupils.
Terms and further particulars may be known on 
personal application or by letter.
References—
Pit. Rev. C. P. Mcllvaine, D. D., Gambier 
Rev. C. Colton, D. D.,
Rev. H. V. D. Johns,
Sept. 8, 1840.
Cincinnati.
A Card.—Having been intimately acquainted with 
Mrs. Gooch for some time past, as an esteemed 
member of my church, and having had ample oppor­
tunities of observing her course as the head of a 
Female Seminary, 1 can cordially recommend her 
school, as one of the best I have ever met with. 
Mrs. Gooch has been for fifteen years engaged in 
England and in this country in female education, 
and brings to her responsible profession, a large 
share of experience, and sound and varied learning. 
Parents entrusting their daughters to her care, may 
have every confidence that they will be faithfully 
taught, and kindly watched over, when disengaged 
from study. H. V. D. Johns,
Hector of St. Paul's Cli., Cincinnati
Sept. 10, 1840.
Bishop Meade on the Rule of Path.
A SERMON delivered at the consecration of the 
)\. Rt. Rev. Stephen Elliott, 1>. D., by the Rt. 
Rev. Wm. Meade, D. D., with an Appendix on the 
Rule of Faith, (in XIX chapters,) in which the 
opinions of the Oxford Divines and others agreeing 
with them, on the subject of Tiadition, are consid­
ered; and some of the consequences thereof set 
forth. Just received at the Episcopal Depository, 
West Fourth street, Price 374 cents.
May 22. f. R. RAYMOND.
PUBLISHED, AND FOR SALE BY THE
General Protestant Episcopal Sunday School 
Union.
Depository, No. 28 Ann Street, New York. 
BOOKS OF INSTRUCTION.
Union Primer, per hundred, $4 00
ProtEpis S S Books, No. 1, per hundred, 1 75 
do do do 2, do 2 00
do do do 3, do 2 75
do do do 4, do 5 50
Questions on the S S Books, do 6 50
First Truths, do 3 00
Catechism No. 1, (Scripture Catechism,) 1 75 
Catechism No. 2, (Catechism broken into short 
questions and answers.) do 3 00
Catechism No. 3, (Catechism enlarged by Bish 
Hobart,) stiff covers, do 12 50
Catechism No. 4, (by Cuming,) do 6 00
Lloyd’s Catechism on the Evidences of the Bi 
( ble, do 4 00
Church Catechism, do 1 50
Manual of Short Prayers for Children, 2 75
Duty to God, do 50
Church Primer, do 1 75
Sunday-school office of devotion;do 3 00
Sunday-school Psalms and Hymns, 8 00
Harmony of the Creeds, ‘do 3 00
Questions on the Book of Common Prayer, 3 00
Collects front the Prayer Book, do 3 00
Questions on the Collects, do 11 00
Catechism on the Collects, do 30 00
Epistles and Gospels lrom the Prayer Book, 10 00 
Questions on the Epistles and Gospels, 2 parts 11 00 
Bible Companion, 2 vols., do 60 00
Quest, on St. Matthew, part 1, stiff covers, 12 50 
do 1 "do 2, do 12 50do do 3, do 12 50do The Acts, 1, do 12 50
do do 2 do 12 50
do do 3,’ do 8 00
. A discount of 25 per cent, from the above prices 
is allowed to Sunday-schools auxiliary to the Union. 
library books.
he Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Library 
63 vols. 18mo.—nett price 20 cents each.
l’he Juvenile Library, 5 vols. 32mo.—nett price 
15 cents each.
Address all orders Jor Books, and all remittance, to 
John W. Mitchell, Treasurer, or
Daniel Dana, Jr., Agent.
Union Depository, 28 Annst.
The above books are also for sale at the bookstore 
of ISAAC N. WHITING,
Columbus.
Southgate's Tour.
NARRATIVE of a Tour through Armenia, Kurdistan, Peisia and Mesopotamia, with an Introduction and Occasional Observations upon the 
Condition of Mohammedanism and Christianity in 
these Countries. By the Rev. Horatio Southgate.
2. vols., roy. 12mo.
The work of which we have given the title in full, 
at the beginning of this paragraph, we esteem, after 
a careful perusal, the most valuable of all the histo­
ries of travel in the East with which the press lias 
teemed for the last two or three years, in that it 
gives the only comprehensive and full account of 
Mohammedanism and oriental sects and institutions, 
as they really exist. We have had an abundance of 
books of travel, full of interesting personal adven­
ture, and gtaphic discriptions of scenery and antiqui- 
ties;but before the present,no work so full in its expo­
sition oi the dominant religion of Asia, or of the 
condition of its various countries. Mr. Southgate 
performed his extensive tour under the direction of 
the Foreign Committee of the Board of Missions of 
the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United 
States. Beside the information which the nature 
ofhis appoitntment lead us to expect in his pages rela­
tive to the peculiar institutions of the country and 
to the Christian churches which remain yet scater- 
ed over its surface, he had added much to our 
knowledge of oriental particular geography and 
statistics, and the work is illustrated by a number oi 
maps and engravings, that add very much to its in­
terest and value.
The Flag Ship: or a voyage aiound the World, 
in the United States Frigate Columbia; attended by 
her consort, the Sloop of War John Adams, and 
bearing the broad Pennant of Commodore George
C. Read. By Fitch W. Taylor, Chaplain to the 
Squadron. 2 vols., roy., 12mo. Illustrated with 
Engravings.
For sale at the Bookstore of
ISAAC N. WHITING, 
Columbus, March 19, 1841.
Gold and Silver.
ANTED by
I. M. BISSELL. 
West Third Street.
Indiana Scrip.
WANTED by I. M. BISSELL. West Third Street,
Upiscopal Female Seminary,
Granville, Ohio.
MANSFIELD FRENCH, Principal.
REV. ALVA11 SANFORD, Chaplain.
N this Institution, instruction is given in all the 
branches of a thorough English education, in the 
Languages, Instrumental and Vocal Music, and va­
rious ornamental branches. Il is furnished with well 
educated Female teachers; and also with a good as­
sortment of apparatus for illustrations in Chemistry,
Natural Philosophy; and Astronomy.
l’he department of Music is under the direction of
two gentlemen of very superior qualifications.
The Boarding House is under the care of Rev. 
Mr. Sanford and lady, assisted by the teachers. The 
number of boarders is limited, and as there are no 
vacancies, at this time, those at a distance who wish 
admission for their daughters or wards, must make 
application previous to sending them, staling their 
age and the probable time of their continuance. As 
vacancies occur, notice will be given to those who 
can be received.
Boarding in good priva te families will be provided 
by the Principal, for such as wish to enter the School 
and cannot be accommodated in the Boarding House 
All the pupil "from abroad, boarding in town, will be 
held responsible oy the Principal for a proper obser­
vance of such rules of conduct and study hours, out 
of School, as may be deemed necessary, in each case 
to secure to them the full benefits of the School.
Young ladies will be received into the Institution, 
at any time, but for no less time than half of a term. 
Payment of bills is required in advance.
There will be a short recess, terminating on the 
12th day of April. The Summer Term, of'22 weeks, 
will close on the 2lst day of July.
Board in the Seminary, including washing, fuel, 
lights, room, furniture, and tuition in all the English 
branches, per term, ... (,9
Tuition ot day scholars, do., - - 9 00
“ in Music on Piano and Guitar,each,do. 16 00
Painting in Oil Colors, 22 lessons, - 5 00
“ “ Transparent Blinds, do., 6 00
“ “ Water Colors, do., - 4 00
Other ornamental branches, as well as the Lan­
guages, are taught, for which there is an extra 
charge.
The close of the April recess will be a favorable 
time for entrance. Application for admission may 
be made either to the Principal or Chaplain.
Granville, March 18, 1841.
Pictural Illnstrnlins of (he Bible,
AND VIEWS IN THE HOLY LAND.
TIIE undersigned has received a lot from the pub­lisher—New-York, and would respectfully in­vite the public and the Christian community espe­
cially to call and examine it at his Periodical Agency 
Office, Third street, 3 doors West of Walnut, where 
be has it for sale. They are highly recommended 
by the most distinguished clergymen in the East, a 
worthy the particular attention of the public.
May 8. C. TOBEY, Agent.
g XHRIST to Return; a Practical Exposition of the
\_yProphecies recorded in the 24th and 25th chap­
ters of the Gospel according to St. Matthew. With 
a Preface, by the Right Rev. L. Siliman Ives, D.D. 
Bishop of 1 lie Diocese of North Carolina. By G. 
Emlen Hare, Rector of Trinity Church, Princeton,
Spencer’s Appeals to the Heart.
For sale by HENRY PERKINS,
234 Chesnutstreet.
Philadelphia.
Shaker Ware.
J UST received, a new lot of the above kind of ware—Wash-Tubs, Foot-Tubs, Churns andBuckets, painted and unpainted. For sale by 
May 8. D. K. CADY.
Kitchen Furniture.
A GENERAL assortment of Kitchen Furniture, Groceries, Queensware, Glassware, Waiters, 
Tea-Trays, &c. For sale by
May 8. K. CADY.
Rev. I. Covert’s Balm of Life.
ANEW and valuable remedy for the cure of Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup Whoop^. Cough, and incipient diseases of the Lungs 
Windpipe. Extensively used and recommended L 
the medical faculty,to whom the receipt has been 
ly made known.
1. COVERT & CO., Proprietors, Auburn, N. )• 
The proprietor is now receiving, almost daily 
testimonials of the highest respectability in Iavor0j 
his medicine, from physicians, clergymen, and oth. 
ers, who have become acquainted with its nature 
effect,—among which are the following:
[From the Boston Medical Journal, Aug. 26, 1840.;
The following is an extract from an article in tijjj 
paper on ‘Morbus Laryngeus Concionatorum,’ c, 
Bronchitis, by Frank H. Hamilton, Professor oj 
Materia Medica and General Pathology in Genevj 
Medical College:
‘The Rev. I. Covert’s mixture, also now 
so extensively for this affection by clergymen 
belongs to the same class of stimulating expect^, 
ants, being one of those lucky combinations ofi^ 
dical agents which, while it promotes expectoration 
does not impair the tone of the stomach. Of tin, 
medicine we feel at liberty to speak, since its com 
position is not held from the Profession, and 
hope the proprietors will soon see fit to give in, 
the public. We, therefore, venture to recommeot 
it, having employed it in our own case, and inth; 
cases of many others with decided benefit.’
To all whom it may concern: 'Phis may ceififj 
that 1 have examined the Rev. I. Covert’s ingrt 
dients, compounded under the name of the Balm t 
Life: and believe said compound is happily calcul, 
ted to relieve persons of all ages and sexes afflict^ 
with acute and chronic diseases of the lungs >5. 
windpipe, as indicated by coughs, difficult breathinj 
and pains in different parts of the chest, if admitij 
tered under suitable circumstances and in approp; 
ate doses. JOSEPH T. PITNEY,
Physician atid Surgeon, 
Auburn, August 31,1838.
This certifies that having examined the Rev. [ 
Covert’s Balm of Life, in all its component pa^ 
we do believe it to be one of the best compoundi 
for coughs, chronic inflammations, etc., of whicj 
we have any knowledge, and do most cordially rt- 
commend its use to all afflicted with the abov 
named diseases.
J. W. DANIELS, M. D., ? g ,- 
W. J. LOVEJOY, M. D., ) baIina- 
GORDON NEEDHAM, M. D., Onondaga.
E. LAWRENCE, M. D., Baldwiusville.
The nature of the cdtnposition of the Rev. 1. Co». 
ert’s Balm of Life, having been fully explaihedto 
the following medical gentlemen, they have tonsen. 
ted that they may be referred to as authority for it, 
utility as an expectorant in those chronic cases 
pulmonary disease in which that class of remediei 
is indicated.
D. M. Reese, M. D, Professor of Theory and 
Practice of Medicine in the Albany Medical Col. 
lege.
J. M’Naughton, M. D., Professor of Anatomf 
and Physiology in the Fairfield Medical College. 
Makk Stephenson, M. D., New York city.
Doct. M. McKnight, New York city.
J. R. Mitchell, M. D., Philadelphia.
C. D. Townsend, M. D., or John Wilson, M. D. 
Albany.
From the Rev. D. More.—In 1825 my lungsbe. 
came seriously diseased, and continued so for nearly 
fourteen years; and about six years since 1 was at. 
tacked with a chronic bronchitis, which occasioned 
me much pain and distress, attended by difficult 
breathing and pains in various parts of the chest. 
In March last I purchased a bottle of Rev. I. Co.. 
vert’s Balm of Life, and the effect has been, that roy 
breathing is about as before 1 was taken, my chron­
ic bronchitis nearly, if not altogether cured, and 
the pains of the chest have subsided. I have great 
confidence in the Balm of Life, and think it a good 
and safe medicine.
DAVID MORE.
Aurelius, N. Y., Aug 21, 1839.
From the Rev. II. Bannister, A. B., Teacher of 
Languages, in the Cazenovia Seminary.—'Phis cer­
tifies that I have successfully used the Rev. I. Co­
vert's Balm of Life, in the case of an obstinate 
cold which resulted in a settled inflammation of flit 
lungs, the Balm of Life, after the trial of several 
other medicines for several weeks, effected a grad­
ual but permanent cure.
II. BANNISTER.
Cazenovia, April 18, 1839.
The following from the Rev. L. Halsey, D. D-, 
Professor of Ecclesiastical History, etc., in the Au- I 
burn Theological Seminary, has just been recei­
ved:
Rev. I. Covert—Aly Dear Sir: In referrenceftt J 
your medicine, 1 deem it my duty to state, that for | 
a long time I have been afflicted with a chronic bron­
chitis and its usual accompavaniments; and I was 
induced to try your preparation, on the assurance 
from medical men that it contained no hazardoui 
ingredients. The result has been the allayinj 
febrile irritations and gradual restoration of healthy 
functions to the throat, so that I am enabled to re­
turn to the labors of Hie desk. I think the medi­
cine entitled to the attention of all persons similarly 
affected.
Yours truly, LUTHER IIALSEY.
Auburn Theo. Seminary, March 9, 1840. 
tETPrice $1 per bottle.
For sale in Cincinnati (wholesale and retail) by 
B. F. SANFORD.
at the proprietors’ ‘Western office’ on Fourth Street 
between Main and Sycamore.
Sold also in Columbus, by Isaac N. Whiting.
Zanesville, by A. Lipmtt. 
Steubenville, by Ja’s Turnbull. 
Cleveland, by Sanford and Co.
Mcllvaine on Justification.
ISAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publii er, Columbus, has just published Justificati ky Faith; with an Appendix: By the Rt. Ri 
Charles P. Mcllvaine, D. D., Bishop of the Pr 
Church in the Diocese of Ohio. 1 vol.Price, bai 
somely bound, 374cts. The work may be bad of My 
& Miller Gambier; S. Wells, Newark; A. 
Rritchards, Granville; Ed. Lucas &Co. Cincinm 
also, in Philadelphia, at the bookstores of IL Ilo 
er, J. Whetham, George W. Donohue, and R. 
George; Baltimore, at Armstrong &. Berry 
Washington City, at William M. Morrison’s; N 
York, Sw’ords, Stanford & Co., D. Appleton 
Go., Gould, Newman & Saxton, and at the Dey 
ilory of the General Protestant Episcopal Sum 
School Union;New Haven, at S. Babcock’s and 
& W. Noyes; Hartford, Spalding &. Storr’si 
Belknap & Hamersley’s; Boston, Crocker & Br( 
ster, and James B. Dow’s; Pittsburgh, J. J. E 
& Co.
Columbus, July 10, 1840.
Bishop M’llvninc's new work; Oxford Vivin
OXFORD DIVINITY compared with that the Romish and Anglican churches, will special view to the illustration of the doctrim 
justification by faith, as it was made of primary 
portance by the reformers; and as it lies at 
foundation of all scriptural views of the gospe 
our Lord Jesus Christ ; by the Rt. ReV. Cha 
P. M’llvaine, D. D., in I large elegant8vo. vo]u
Theology for the People, in a series ol discou 
on the catechism of the Protestant Episcopal r-bnr 
by I. P. K. Henshaw, D. D., 1 vol. 8yo ,, 
$2,50. p
The Primitive Doctrine of Election, or an hist 
cal inquiry into the ideality and causation of 
tural Election, as received and maintained in 
primitive church of Christ; by Georire 
ber» B J J?;’ Prebendary of Salisbury, J*vol/8
An Historical Presentation of Aumisttnio^ 
Prelag,anism from the original sources by G 
Wiggers, D. D., professor of theology ,L r 
versityof Rostock, and translated from the Gem 
with notes and additions, by the Rev. Ralnb t n- 
son, professor of ecclesiastical history jn the th 
logical seminary at Andover, Mass., I Vnt h 
price $1,75. > * vol. 8
For sale by 1SAAC N. WHITING
January 1841. f-'G
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